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Editorial. 
In making up your list of periodicals for next year, you ought 
not to think of getting along wi~hout a good educational paper. 
Over six hundred subscriptions to the WEEKLY expire next 
week with No. 100. Look on your wrapper and see if your 
number IS getting near to 100. If so, lose no time in. renewing 
your subscription. The WEEKLY cannot afford to lose your help, 
and we d9 not believe you can afford to lose its help. Be good 
enough to save us expense and trouble by sending in your reo 
newal at once. 
The joke·ose man of the Detroit Post and Tn'bune is responsi-
ble for the following: 
At a meeting of the State Teachers' Association, at Lansing, the other day, 
Mr. Vaile, of Chicago, in the course of a' lecture on reform in spelling, stated 
that "a memorial is heing extensively circulated asking Congress to take steps 
to amend our orthography." We reckon Mr. Vaile hasn't read many letters 
from Congressmen; or else, instead of asking them "to amend our orthogra. · 
phy," he would indignantly demand that they amend their own! '. 
Rather severe on Congres~men. But then, they ought to 
suffer until they appoint an authoritative commission of scholarly 
men-not of their own members by any means-to report whether 
it is possible or advisable to take any steps to remove a few of 
the absurd~ties in English orthography. 
A slight change in the "make-up" of the WEEKLY will be 
noticed in this number. We shall hereafter collect into the 
"Practical Departmenr." those articles and suggestions which are 
of particular value to the teacher who seeks help in the every·day 
work of the school-room. This will tend to systematize the con-
tents of the WEEKLY, and will show more plainly the nature of 
what it contains. The editor will do his share every week in 
this department, transferring to it such editorials as seem rather 
out of place in the midst of more general discussions on the first 
pages, together with all correspondence and contributions that 
bear directly on the practice of teaching. 
As suggested by the change mentioned above, and in connec-
tion with it, we are .tempted to "speak our mind" a little in this 
direction. We tell no secret to any educational editor when we 
say that many readers seem to think a journal contains nothing 
helpful unless they see the heading "Practical Hints." or 
"School-room," or something of that kind in it. They are the 
class who continually clamor for something "practical" and 
whom it is impossible to satisfy. They simply do not know a 
good thing wl~en they see it. To them suggestiveness and in-
spiration are nothing. The inspiration they seek is a means of 
saving labor j some cut·and·dried process that thty can transport 
to their school·room as they do their clock, and which will run 
itself. They do not want articles that will provoke thought, but 
articles that will save thell). the trouble and necessity of thought. 
They want din:ctions "just how to do it." No other quality 
can make amends for the absence of these. It does not come 
from conceit in us, but from faithful labor in conducting the 
paper, that we say, The teacher who declares that the WEEKLY is 
not practical in every proper and legitimate sense of the word, 
or that a single issue of it for the last six months has not been 
of substantial value in the school-room, either has not read the 
paper, or confesses herself an undiscriminating and incompetent 
teacher. The really useful is not that which carries us, but that 
which puts ~s in a way to help ourselves. 
We think we know enough to detect a contribution that is all 
theory and cob·webs and high.flying discussion j and we defy 
anybody to point to one of this kind that we have published. 
And so in regard to papefs prepared for special occasions, 
which we have printed. We should like to have one pointed out 
that was not fresh and eminently worthy of the attention ,of 
teachers. 
ON THE LOCATION OF ADVERBS. 
In the correspondence column will be found a letter from our 
friend J. A. M., who recently wrapped the editorial soul in such 
a cloud of infinit(ive) gloom. But he removes our sack·cloth 
and ashes so gracefully that he is fully forgiven . 
Another correspondent gently quesdons the propriety of one 
of J. A. M's constructions in which he uses a darling infinitive. 
It may be a little ·super·chivalrous for us to mingle in the con-
troversy. But we have a kind of spite-no doubt it is all the 
wo~se for us-against that rule which so rigorously. forbids the 
admission of an adverb between a preposition and ils infinitive. 
We admit the practice of good writers, and the dictates of all 
grammars and books on rhetoric; and this it would seem, ought 
•• ,,'" ~ -.~ .. I • • • ' 
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to be, ,to any reasonable mind, a sufficient defense of the rule. 
The WEEKLY will hardly say it is not. B:Jt then it has never 
been able to see any reason why English writers should seek 'to 
limit one of the finest 'qualities of their tongue-its pliability. 
We boast of the great number of arrangements which an Eng-
lish sentence will permit; and what philosophy is there in fight-
ing against the genius of the language by relentlessly driving the 
adverb from the place.in which logic and cpmpactness of thought 
at times certainly locate it. Putting aside usage and the arbitrary 
rhetorical rule, and looking only at the great end of language,-
to project onto the page oU,r thought as exactly as may be-the 
phrase "to rightly dispose" is surely as gO'od as "to dispose right-
ly," if not better. While in this particular instance the first 
construction -offends our ear-it certainly does not offend our 
sense-we have come upon exigencies in which this form of ex-
pression was decidedly preferable to any other. But with the 
usual perversity of such exam pies, they fail to obey our summons 
now that we want them. We venture, howevc>r, that the experi-
-ence of many readers is similar to our own. Some, perhaps, to 
the discomfort of our rigid grammarians, have fortunately jotted 
down some of these sentences as they occu-red. (Now we our-
selves are guilty of another rhetorical sin, but one of the same 
nature. "Have fortunately jotted down." We would like to 
have any stylist put that word "fprtunately" into another place 
where it would do as well as in-its present position, or even 
where it would not be open to serio~obje~tion.) If anyreader 
has been thus faithful in his note book will he not come to our 
aid againstthese rigidly orthodox? But to make as good a show-
iug as our unready wits and want of time for reflection will per-
mit, let us submit this sentencf'. "She proceeded to hastily 
prepare to go to the lectu,re." Let that word "hastily" be put 
in any other place as ,good as the'one it occupies. The WEEKLY, 
does not propose to be a law unto itself; but when it must use 
adverbs, it does like to stick them in where they will do the most 
good. And is not that place occasionally right between the 
preposition and its infinitive? 
THE CHINESE IN AMERICA. 
IT is gratifying and not a little surprising to find one question up- , on which the great American citizen has not his mind made 
up and ready to declare on the slightest opportunity. But 
whether Chinese immigration should be restricted or not, seems 
hitherto to have been a balanced q~estion in most minds which are 
unwarped by the direct bearing of cheap labor and competition 
updn their business or their trade. But while the better and 
higher minds of the country seem to have taken the -position 
that America ought to be,ready to receive any and all people who 
come to her shores, the mass of the people seem to be settling 
down in the conviction that this broad doctrine will have to be 
'modified. They know they cannot consistently combat the 
theory; but in practice it brings so many hardships and perils 
that it seems as if they were going to abandon to the Fourth-of-
July' Orators their consistency along, with the "glorious asylum of 
the oppressed and downtrodden of other lands." A bill has been 
_ agreed' up~n by the Committee on Labor of the House of Repre-
J sentatives, materially restricting, although not entirely stopping, 
Chinese immigration: There seems to be a strong sentiment in 
Congress in favor of the bill. 
W.hile we confess to a strong feeling of regret and humiliation 
that our country must abandon a position which it has so glori-
ously maintained for a full century, yet we cannot resist the con-
viction that prudence and wise philanthropy, require us to shun 
any further disturbance and commotion from this Chinese influx, 
even if we have to do it by the sacrifice of consistency, and by 
the breaking of a treaty. It is as much a duty for us now to look 
after national self-preservation and stability, as it is to recognize 
and champion the abstract rights of humanity. 
REVIEWS. 
A1t Elmuntary Geology. Designed especially for the Interior States. Hy ' E. 
B. Andrews, LL. D., of. the Ohio Geological Corps, and late Profossor of 
Geology in Marietta College. Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., Cincinnati and 
New York. 12 mo cloth 283 pp. Introduction price, 85 cents. 
_ This is a bright new book; it contains 432 illustrations, the 
most of which are new, at least to text-books. and many of tltem ' 
are the author's own production. The work forms the sixth vol-
ume or' the Eclectic Series on Natural Sciences-the others be-
ing three of Norton's, Brown's Physiology, and Ray's Astrono-
my. It is designed to accommodate schools in the interior 
states which cannot devote much time to the study 'of geology. 
The cumbersome volume of Dana ·has been found a burden on 
students. It is complete as a working manual for geologist and 
teacher, but is rather more than the. ma5S of students need. It 
covers the whole United States, and epitomizes the geology of 
Europe. The volume before us omits all this except the plain 
essentials in the science so far as illustrated by the rock!;. of the 
"interior states," i. e. by Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, In-
diana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, Iowa, and Min-
nesota. It is true also, be it said not to the discredit of New 
England geologists, that the geology of some of these interior 
states is better known to-day than that of New: England. The 
expensi~e and thorough state surveys that have been carried to 
completion by most of these states have no equal in - the East, 
excevt perhaps the states of New York and New Hampshire, and 
as a standard for reference and completeness the geological scale 
of the interior is better suited for such educational purposes, 
than that of the Appalachians, which is exceptional, confused, 
and has not been fully made out yet. These objections and 
difficulties are all happily eliminated from the text-book by the 
plan of the author. The science is thus reduced to a skeleton-
ized simplicity, aud ample room is left for every instructor to fill 
up with the details of his own state or neighborhood. The lan-
guage of the author is direct and plain. As is natural, the geol-
ogyof Ohio figures most largely, and some of the author's views 
are tinged, from his long residence in southern latiJudes, with, per-
haps an unfelt tendency to cover the states lying to tqe north of 
him with a theory which he finds perfectly applicable at home, 
but which is unsuited to other facts and fields. Altogether the 
author has presented a very interesting, concise, and agreeable 
resume of the geology of the interior continental basin'. 
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE. 
WiSCONSIN WINTER MEETHIGS. 
THE last three days of Christmas week at Madison were filled to over-flowing with educational meetings of one sort and another. The fact 
is there were too many of them. The regular Holiday Session of "The State 
Teachers' Association" holding its exercises forenoons and evenings, with the 
afternoon meetings of the superintendents and principais in their separate 
rooms, filled the days as full a~ the most laborious could desire; but when the 
Acad,myof Scimcts, Arts, and L,II,rs added its full programme of papen; 
and discussions, one felt himself surfeited, distracted, or defrauded as the 
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days went by. On the whole it seems to me the meeting of the Teachers' As-
socIation was rather tame, especially as no vigorous and thorougbly helpful 
discussion was provoked by any of the paptro presented. The "old war 
horses" were divided and some notable ones were absent. The battle was 
joined in too many places at once, and as a consequence there were no bayo-
net cbarges along the line anywhelil', at least so rar as I.know. _ 
But let no one conclude, therefore, that there was nothing said or done 
worth recording, simply because the fire (or fur) did ,not fly . . Sometimes a 
paper is so thoroughly artistic, complete, and satisfactory that discussion only 
mars its effect, and others are sometimes upon themes that we are all agreed 
upon, and then controversy is out of the question. Two evenings were de-
voted to Vi,ws Abroad, and thoygh they were never so delightfully spent, 
they brought out no grappling of the pedagogical giants for the delectation of 
the lilllputians and correspondents, "of whom 1 am which." . I speak of the 
"State Teachers' Associatilln," for J followed its work from first to last, and 
constantly refused to be "spread out," deployed, .aS it were. ,With Graham ' 
away trying to evangelize the Hawkeyes, Albee at home nursing his "thorn 
in the flesh," Father North frozen up and snow-bound,. Phelps "ors de combat, 
Wright swallowed up by the academicians, O. R. Smith in regIOns beyond 
the sun, Park mrned printer, MacAlister at home wrestling with an unfin-
the conclusion of tbe debate the suggestion was made tljat some man now 
could render the schools invaluable service by writing a small manual on 
each subject, containing in prop~r form only what the average ~chool boyar 
girl could unders/a"d, rtllumoer, and apply in after life. In civil govern-
ment the method should be inductive, and in physiology, "practical hygiene" 
should be the staple of the text. 
Educational Exhibits at Fairs and at our Annual Meetings received due at-
lention. Provision was made for a yearly .exhibit at the snmmer meetings, 
the first attempt at Gen va last summer having succeeded sd well. 
Jan. 4, 1879. QUILL !i'EN. 
- The late Miss Merinda WoOd, oJ: Brooklyn, bequeathed her estate, valued 
at about $4,000, to found a scJ1ool, fo~ colored women, simihir to the Mount 
Holyoke Seminary. It may'be established in any of the Free States or Can-
ada. 
SOME IMPORTANT ~RJNCIPLES OFSCHOOL LAW.* 
JOHN H. LOOMIS, Prin. of Wells School, Chicego. 
ished manu;cript, and Chandler in the chair, on~ familiar with our meetings J T is an open question whether there is a state in the Union whose school 
can easilv see how it was himself. laws are as definite and clearly defined as those of this commonwealth 
Prof. W. S. Johnson and State Geologist T. C . C,bamberlin used up the of Illinois, or based on a broader foundation. It IS to a few points in these 
first evening with pleasant accounts of their summer trip to England and the laws that your altention is specially called. 1st. The High Schools. 2nd. 
Conlinent. One felt at the close that teaching drawing at Whitewater and hunt- the various relations and duties of teachers to their sclhools and school offi-
ing for the wonders of earth,air, and water, all over the state, had a wonderful cers. ThIS last division will also include the subject of "oplional studies." 
effect in producing sharp sight and good memory, and tbat a three-months' The Supreme Court decisions of such states as have similar' school laws 
trip abroad, though not all one could wish, is a thing en,tirely desirable and will be cited coUatei-ally with the decisions of our o wn state. Perhaps il 
not out of reach of any schoolmaster. would be well to say that a decision on any point of law in one state is au-
Miss Rose Swart, of the Oshkosh Normal School, presented one, of the thority in all states where lhere is nothing contrary to such decision in lhe' 
most · remarkable papers the Association has ever called out, on' "The Func- constitution or statutes of such states. 
tion of Geography in a Course of Study." Her matter, her manner, her I. The High School. The higb scbool is a part of the common school sys-
yoice, hers~lf, fairly captivated tbe audience. From beginning to end nothing tern of tbis state; and cacft and every township may bave its own bigh scbool 
was lacking that was justly to have been expected, and it was .both a surprise if it so elects. That part of the school law of 1872 relating to high schools 
and a revelation to many. The Association asked for its immediate publica- reads a.. follows : "Upon petllion of 50 voters of any school township, filed 
tion in. the forthcoming number of tbe ,!ournalof Education, and if it gets with the township treasurer, at least 15 days preceding a regular election ~f 
as wide a reading as it deserves, no edition of the Journal can be too large. trustees, it shall be the duty of said treasurer to notify the voters of the town- . 
Pres. J. W. Stearns, the new man at the head of the Whitewater Normal ship that an election 'for' and 'against' a high school will be held at the nel<! 
School , lectured Thursday evening, on "A Teacber's Observations in the Ar- ensuing election of tiustees, and the ballots to sucb effect shall be received 
gentine Republic." His four years spent in tbat little-known and less.appre. and canva,sed at such election ; and if a majority of th~ votes at such etec-
ciated commonwealth were not idle<! away. His story of the Spanish mIsrule, tion shall be found to be in favor of a high school, it sbaH be the duty of the 
the revolution, the new life, the civilization and enlightenment of the cities, trustees of the township to establish, at some central point most convenient for 
the barbarism and savagery of the interminable plains, the civic progress and a majority of the people of the township, a high school for the education of the 
religious intolerance, the educational rise, culmination, and partial relapse, more adv~nced pupils." 
was like medireval bistory or romance. Such a vivid and intelligible picture In the same act where the powers and duties of scbool boards of cities and 
of a country, its institutions and people, is rarely ever produced in an hour's villages are defined, the foHowing clause is found . School Boards "shaH 
talk. Friday evening was filled out by Principal O. S. Westcott, of Racine, have power to establish schools of dIfferent grades, and to make rules and 
wh" volunteered to stand in the br~ach made by Supt. MacAlister's absence. regulations for the admission of pupils into the same," and in cities of 100,-
He showed himself a successful and delightful entomolo.e:ical enthusiast . . Bugs 000 inhabitants or over, "to prescribe school books to be used, and the studies 
and bug·hunting are not my weakness, but the man whom Westcott can' t in- i'n the different schools." . 
struct and delight at the same time, when he gets loose among his bugs, "is There has been more or less dissatisfaction among certain classes who im-
lit for treason, stratagems, and spoils,"or something to that effect. ' agine that they are injured by the fact tbat high schools exist. Of course the 
State Superintendent Whitford's paper concerning "School Work as Af- foundation of the objection lies In the tax for their support. Occasionally, 
fected by Recent Legislation" showed very clearly that the just published re- one may be found candid enough to give the true reason, but uluaHy they 
vised Statutes make havoc among our high schools. will state ruitheir objection tbat until all have the benefit of !pstruction in the 
It seems as though the Rroisers intended to extinguish thel", and it remains more elementary studies, the public fund should not go to maintain high 
to be seen what the new legislature, and the people behind it, will do in the schools. One would,suppose to hear one of these broad-guage philanthro-
case now that the full force of the "revision" is at last appreciated. The pists talk, that the parents of children attending the high school had no man-
Association voted a committee with the Superintendent at its head, to present eyed interest in the schools, but were dependent upon public charity for the ed-
the matter to the members of the legislature as soon as thal body convenes. ucation of their children in these so-called ornamental brancbes, wbile the 
By an evident blunder in the law,common schoolteacheromust teach "the can- burden of taxation rested upon the shoulder5 of those whose children were 
titutions," but need not be examit"d in the same by county superintendents. deprived the privilege of primary instruction. It is one of the admitted facts 
A resolution of the Association asks the legislature to put the matter on tbe same of political economy that the consumer pays all the bills. If this is true, and 
footing as U. S. History, namely,-the teacher must stand an examination, bUr that it is true is self-evident, the farmers, the artisans, and the laborers, and not 
the introduction of the study into the 5chool depends upon the will, of the the merchants nor the capitalists pay the greater part of the taxes. The last 
board. - named 'pay on what they consume, and that is all. Is not the tax of Field, 
"The Relation of Education to Politi!;s," by Prof T. Frawley of Eau Claire, Leiter & Co. as mnch a part of their current expenses as clerk hire? Does 
and "The Relation of Schools to Public Healtli," by ProCGeo. Beck of the anyone imagine this is not taken into consideration when they are marking the 
Pla\teville Normal School, were good papers and drew out what little discus- price of their goods? T.he wife of the laborer, who buys a.calico dress of them, 
sian we had. The ave~age matter and manner of instruction in CIvil govern- pays her proportion of t,heir tax. But enough, this is only to hint at the injWl-
ment and physiology in the p~blic schools received merited c ... tigation. At .Paper read before the StateTeaehen' " .. oclation or IIl1nois,.Dee. '7, 1878-
-' 
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tiee and possible selfishness of those who grumble. The great mass of the peo· 
pie who enjoy the benefits of the high schools, and who pay for them too, 
are the ones who do not complain. Many of the grumblers do not mean all 
they say; they are only exercising their high prerogative as American citizens, 
and never paid directly a cent.of tax except to the internal revenue of tbe 
United States. Tbe others? Well, I presume if we were in their place , we 
would talk ,a similar dialect. 
fu this state the law is so plain on this subj~ct that a legal inquiry as to the 
right of higb schools to exist has never been made. But it will not be ou 
of place to call attention to a few decisions of sister states. 
In Cincinnati the question was raIsed and with this result. In 23 O. S. 
Rtport 211. 
"The Legislature having placed the management of the public schools un .. 
der the exclusive control of the directors, trustees
ol 'and boards of education, 
thCl courts have no rightful authority 'to interfere by directing what instruction 
mall be given, or what books read therein." ' 
Michigan speaks without hesitation in the following decision found in 30 
Mich. 69 Stuart 'liS. School Dist. of Kalamazoo. "The right of school au-
_ thorities in union school districts of this state to levy taxes upon the general 
p~blic for the support of high schools, and by such taxation to make free the 
instruction of children in. other languages than the English is affirmed." 
"The policy of ¥ichigan on the subject of education, and of the territory be-
fore the state was organized, beginning in 1817, and continuing down until 
after the adoption of Ib.e preseni constitution, is reviewed and considered, and 
the conclusion reached that there is nothing, either m our statepoliay, or in our 
constitution, or in our laws, restricting the primary school districts of the state 
in the branches of knoll[ledge which their officers may cause to be taught; or 
the grade of instruction that may be given, if the voters of tbe district consent 
in regular form, to bear the expenses and raise the taxes for the purpose, or 
to prevont instruction in the classics and living ' modem languages in tbese 
schools." . 
It would seem a reasonable conclusion that as the.law provides for the es-
tablishment of high schools in the most unmistakeable manner, and the de-
cisions of other states whose school policy is similar are in h"rnlOny, or co-
, incide with our statutes, that the higb schools of Illinois are legal institu-
tions. 
2d. The various relations and duties of teacbers to their ~chools, etc. In 
Sec. 52 of the same, act we find the following provision: "No teacher shall 
be entitled to any portion of the common scbool or township fund, or any 
other fund, or be.employed to teacb any scbool under the control of any 
board of school directors in this state, wbo shall not, before his employment, 
exhibit to said board, or to a committee of ~aid board, a certificate of qualifi-
cation obtained under the provisions of the act; nor shall any teacher be 
paid any portion of the school or public fund aforesaid unless he shall have 
kept and furnished schedules as herein directed." 
Sec. 53. "Teachers shall keep a schedule of the names of all scholars at-
'tending schoo!. If the pupils reside in two or more districts, separate sched-
ules mist be kept for each district." 
There are but two points in these sections which will be specially noticed. 
1st. The necessity of a public school teacher possessing a certificate of 
qualification, and presenting it to the board before being hired. 2d. The 
nec~ity of keeping a schedule, or schedules. 
These two points sum up the law as defining the teacher's duties. Inci-
dentally, in defining the powers and duties of school boards, one might infer 
that this was not quite all for which a teacher is employed, but that will be 
considered in a later topic. 
The teacher must have a certificate, and it must be presented prior to his 
being hired. The following decision of the Supreme Court of this state SU8-
tains this section in a manner too plainly_ to be misunderstood. In Smith'll. 
Curry, 16 RI. 147, thi~ point is decided as follows: ' 
"Under the school law of 1849, the school direct:>rs are not bound to certify 
the schedules of a teacher who-did not present the proper certificate of quali-
fication before the commencement of the school." 
"In an action by a teacher against the schaol directors under this law, the 
declaration mnst contain an averment that such a certificate was presented 
prior to the commencement . of the school, or the action will fail. The 
omission to make such averment will not be cured by the verdict." 
In Curry v. Ba/dridgt, 15 RI. 65. "A teacher under the school law of 
1849 is not entitled to any portion of the school fund, unless he obtains the 
requisite certificate of qualification, and presents it to the school directors, be-
fore the commencement of the schoo!." In 1857 the act under which these 
decisions were given was repealed in terms but not in effect, for we have a 
decision of still later date not only affirming the above, but requiring the 
certificate to be obtained before employment of the teacher. 
In Botkin v. Osbornt. 39 RI. 101. "A teacher under the proviso in the act 
of 1857, unless he obtains the requisite certificate of qualifications, and ex-
hibits it to the school directors, before hisoemployment, is not entitled to any 
portion of th,e public funds. 
The Act of Feb. 16, 1865, in relation to schools, contains nothing in con-
flict with the act of 1857, in respect to the exhibition of a certificate by the 
teacher_ 
In an action by a teacher against the school directors, under the Act of 
1857, "the declaration must aver that the proper certificate of qualification was 
exhibited to the board of directors prior to his employment, or the action will 
fai!. - The omission to make such averment will not be cured by the verdict." 
In defining the duties of directors, the Statute states that the directors shall 
have power to "adopt and enforce all necessary rules and regulations for the 
management and government of schools, etc. 
"To appoint all teachers, fix the amount of their salaries, and may dismiss 
them for incompetency, cruelty, negligence, immorality, or other sufficient 
cause. 
"To direct what branches of study shall be taught, and what text-books 
.hall be used in their respective schools, and may suspend or expel pupils for 
disobedient, refractory, or incorrigibly bad conduct." 1st. Although the di-
rectors have power to make all rules and regulations, they must make reason-
able rules_ 
In Grovt v . Bd. of School Insptetors of Ptoria, 20 III. 532. "The School 
Inspectors of Peolia are authorized to district the city, as to them may seem 
best; and they may also establish such rules for the admission of pupils as 
they judge proper; and these duties will not be interfered with, except in ex-
treme cases." 
In Thompson v. Btavtr, 63, nl. 353. "If there be a flagrant abuse' of 
discretionary power, tending to palpable inconvenience and oppression, equity 
will interpose to afford the requisite relief. What are reasonable rules is a 
question of law. A rule barring the doors of school-houses against little chil-
dren coming from a great distance, in the winter, for being a few minutes 
tardy, is unreasonable and unlawful, and, in its practical operation, little less 
than wanton cruelty." 
2d. Power to appoint' all teachers. Directors, undoubtedly, have to ap. 
point all teachers and fix their salaries, but It must be done in accordance with 
the law. The following decision is in point :-Wdls v. Ptoplt, 71 Ill. 532. 
"Directors are expressly empowered to appoint teachers, and fix the amount 
of their salaries, but they cannot employ a teacher who has not, at the tiQle 
of such employment, a certificate of qualification. as provided by the School 
Law, and any contract made with a teacher -not having such certificate is 
void, and is not susceptible of subsequent ratification, Where the school di-
rectors employed a teacher, who did not have the necessary certificate, to 
teach a-school for six montbs, and after having taught three months, he ob-
tained the certificate, and the directors tilen made a new contract with him, 
whereby he was to teach three months, at a salary of twice the amount per 
month he was to receive under the first contract, it was ""d, that tile first con-
tract was void, and that the new contract w';' an attempt to do inairectly 
what the directors had no power to do directly, and that, as to the increased 
amount of salary, the second contract was void. It is competent for school 
. directors to agree to 'pay teachers what, in their opinion, their services are ' 
reasonably worth, but it is not competent for them to go beyond that, and in-
clude in such compensation an additional sum to compensate for something 
else (or which the law does not allow compensation from the school fund." 
(Concluded next week.) 
Owing to the total lack of boating int~rest in Williams College, it is sug-
gested that the boats be sold and the boathouse tom down. TIae money ap-
propriated by Cyrus W. Field for the improvement of the course is being ex-
pended on the village street, and the '35 paid for annual rent on the lot where 
the boathouse is is money thrown away. 
The visits of the WEEKLY are very welcome and profitable to me. I have 
'been a teacher Ii third of a century, and I value educational papers more 
highly, and feel a deeper interest in educational associations than ever. Of 
course I take greater interest and enjoy more pleasure in my professional 
labors as my experience increases. I can not afford to "cut the acquaintance" 
of~the WEEKLY.-Prof. Gtorgt A. Chau, Louisvilk,ZKy. 
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IOWA STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
THE twenty third annual session of. the Associatio~ was. one of. the. most completely successful meetings .t has known smce .ts orgamzatlOn at Iowa City in the year 1856. The enrollment (two huudred and four mem-
be~) was greater than at any preceding meeting, the program was carried 
out almost completely, the pape~ and addresses. w~re uniformly strong a~d 
interesting, the discussions were animated and d'gmfied, and the most entire 
harmony prevailed. 
Tne grand banquet at the Boardman House on Christmas evening was not 
only a fine affair, but a brilliant suc~ess. . . 
The following telegram was received from some of the Umve~lty represen-
tatives who missed the train at Grinnell: "Keep the toast warm; branch 
banquet at Grinnell to the Ma~halltown parent greeting. See Proverbs 
XXIII. 1st and 2d ve~es." 
The Association was called to order in Whitton's Hall, Thursday morning, 
by President Sabin. In the absence of the regular secretary, W. H. Pratt, 
Pein. L. A. Rose, of Davenport, was chosen secretary pro ("fl . 
The President then announced the following regular committees: 
I. On Resolutions-City Superint~ndent D . W. Lewis, Washington; Prof. 
S. J. Buck, Grinnell; County Su.perintendent W. E. ~arker, I~dependence . 
2 On Finances-County Supenntendent D. Helmick, LoUISa. County; 
Principal M. F. Ary, ~[. Dodge; ~ounty Superinte'.'dent E . E. Frink, Ti-p~on. 
3. On Enrollment-Prm. W. H. Slss.on, Eldora; Prm; K V!: Croven, Spnng. 
dale ; Prin. O. H. Brainard, Iowa CIty. 4 . .Teachers Situahons-Prof. D. S. 
Wright State Normal; Prin. S. G. Roge~, Logan; Miss Cora E. Letts, Letts · 
ville. 5. On School Legislation-County Superintendent N. W. Boyes, Du-
buque; Sup!. C. P. Roge~, Marshallt~wn; ' Hon. ~. W. von Co~lln: 
The following committee was appomted to re":lSe the constitutIon ~f the 
Association and report at the next annual meetmg: N. E. GoldthwaJte, of 
Boone; Deputy State Superintendent Ira C. Kling; Prin. J. M. DeArmond, 
of Davenport. .. . . . 
A committee on nommatlons conslstmg of the followmg was elected: 
Supt. C. P. Roge~, Marshalltown; County Sup!. N. W. Boyes, Dubuque; 
County Supt. Williams, Keokuk courity ; Supt. J. K. Pickett, Keokuk countY; 
Sup!. A. Armstrong, Sioux City. _ 
Prof. Philbnck, of the University, then read an able and exbaustive paper 
on "The Educational Value of Drawing in our Public Schools," which waS 
discussed by Prin. Gilchrist; Supt. Ake~, Cedar Rapids; Supt. Goldthwaite, 
Boone; Supt. J. K. Sweeney, Waterloo; Miss Kel\cgg, Supt. Decatur county; 
Prin.1:>eArmond, Davenport; and Prof. Philbrick. 
The afternoon sessIOn was presided Olver by Supt. Miss E. S. Cooke, War-
ren county. Pupils of the Marshalltown schools furnished some good vocal 
music. Pres. Sabin then delivered his Inaugural Address, which waS a most 
excellent and complete production. The readers of the WEEKLY can testify 
to this assertion. A committee consisting of Prof. James E. Harlan, Cornell 
C~llege, and Miss Laura Ensign, Marshalltown, was appointed, to whom the 
address was referred. After recess Pres. Carpenter, of Os~aloosa College, 
read a paper on "The Reciprocal Relations of our Public Schools and the 
State and General Government." Prin. J. C. Gilchrist, of the State Normal 
School, discussed the paper at some length. 
The exercises of the evening consisted of an able address on "The Theory 
and Art of Education," by Supt. William T. Harris, of. St. Louis, who was 
introduced in a fitting and happy manner by his former teacher, Prof. Henry 
Sabin, President of the Association. 
Friday Morning-Pres. Carpenter conducted devotional exercises. Sup!. 
W. P. Payne, of Nevada, read a good paper on "The Education~f the People 
in Educational Matte~." Supt. J. J. Mapel, of McGregor, d.scussed the 
subject in an able and interesting manner. Prof. Buck, of Iowa College, 
then read Dr. Magoun's paper on "The Adjustment of Schools and Studies." 
One of the best pape~ of the session Came next from Supt. R . M. Ewa~, of 
Delaware, on "The Wants of our ' Country Schools." "The Educahonal 
Value of Greek, Latin, and the Sciences," by Prof. Wm. Norton, of Cornell 
College, was a fine presentation of a subject that has been discussed by many. 
able educato~. 
The afternoon session was a busy one. Prof. Robert Graham, Institute 
Conductor of Wisconsin, presented the subject of "Normal Institutes" in a 
most complete and thorough manner. It is very evident that he understands 
fully and thoroughly what he discusses.-
President Pickard's paper, on "What tbe Public have a Right to Expect of 
our Public Schools," was entertaining and instructive. 
The election of office~ was the next business. For President, Prin. W. J. 
Shoup, of Dubuque, gained a victory over Supt. Sweney, of Waterloo, and 
Pres. Carpenter, of Oskaloosa. The other office~ elected were as follows :-;-
Vice Presidents-City Supt. J. W. Ake~, Cedar Rapids; City Supt. J. J. 
Maple, McGregor; City Supt. James McNaughton, Cedar Falls; Co. Supt. 
W. J . MedeS, Keokuk; Co. Supt. H. W. Hardy, ":inte~et. Recor~ing S~c­
retary, Prin. L. A. Rose, Davenport. \ Correspondmg Secretary, MISS Llda 
Hanna, Marshalltown. Treasurer, City Supt. D. W. Lewis, Washington. 
Member of Executive Committee, Rev. W. F. King, President Cornell Col-
lege. . 
The committee on the President's address presented an able report, com-
mending.the address m strong terms. The' Finance Committee pre.ented its 
report. The Treasur~r, Supt Lewis, reported a halance in his hands of 
sixty-two dollars. . 
The Committee on Resolutions reported as follows (we omit the resolu-
tion of thanks) : 
WHBRJlAS, the lessons ot the past and present teach us that eternal vigilance is the price 
of liberty, that education is the cheapest defense of natioDS, and that perils_threaten our 
beloved country in the near .. future; therd'ore, . ' 
. Rnolvea, That we are more deeply impressed, if possible, than ever before with the du. 
~;~:h~~~~t~l:nd" ~~'ii:l}~h~l J~tie: ~r~~I~~:eC~~d t~?t[~ft'f: the future citizen to dil-
Reso/7ud, That. the teachers, by precept and exampYe, should, as much as possible, fos. 
tef in thelT pupils a love for honest, earnest work, andIor a promptness ::I.nd cheerfulness in 
the Kcrlormance of all school duties; to the end that the citizenship of our republic may in 
thRe~~i~~;:: JI.~:t a,;~ !.~"~~e~~~:}ii::~~·nce to discourage and p~vent the circulation of 
the sensational juvenile literature, now scattered aU over our land, poisonmg the moral. and 
weakening the JIlcntal powers of so many of OUf boy, and girls. 
Reso,'ved, That we believe the teaching of the Important subject 01 drawing in nil ourele-
mentary schools to be entirely practicable ; and that we wi1l use our best endeavors to se. 
cure its introduction as ODe of the regular studies. 
in ~k~~;e~ lo~~r:S: :~0r:!%1:~~::: :;:~i~~orn~! ~~~ ~:i~bilit:~i}O~~~~~! ~SE~~t~~h 
spetHng. 
an!~th':::;s~:}a':till:~i~':ili~n:e~p~:a!?ili~h:~1v~~f~:~sO~!ib:d~ri~~d~!~~h~~~~~~~~~} 
tbe metric system of weights aud measures. 
Resolved, That we rejoice in the success and efficiency of the State Normal school, aud 
In the continued usefulness and popularity of the county institutes ; that we recognize in 
Superintendent von Coelln, the head of our state educational system, an e:l.rnest worker 
and a fa.lthful officer. 
The evening session was made enjoyable by some good singing by Messrs. 
Whitney and Heighton and Mrs. Heighton. Mr. C. H . Clemmer, Supt. 
Scott county, moved that the matter of publishing the proceedings of the 
Association to be referred to the executive committee with power to act. The 
motio!) prevailed. 
Hon. Geo. G. Wright, of Des Moines, was introduced as the lecturer of the 
evening. He gave some interesting ·and humorous experiences as a pedagogue 
and then proceeded to this theme-"Our Surroundings." His graphic pre-
sentation of our surroundings, social, educational, commercial, political, and 
and governmental, was inspiring, and his references to professional advance-
ment and requirements were very fine. 
President Sabin then introduced Prof. W. J. Shllup of Dubuque, as Presi-
dent-elect, who tendered his thanks for the hono~ conferred upon him. 
The Association adjourned si,,, di •. 
ASSOCIATION GOSSIP. 
The man who is editor of a good school journal and principal of a fi~t­
rate school has much to feel proud of. Then to" be elected President of a State 
Teache~' Association is .. n additional high honor. May you live long, broth-
er Shoup, and prosper. -
We are glad to note that our friend, City Supt. H . H. Seerley of the Oska-
loosa scltools, is . president oT the Association of Principals and City Superin-
tendents. 
The book. agents-a hearty, jovial, good-looking set of men-were at the 
Association in force. Genial · Piper, gentlemanly Thomas, fun·loving Ely, 
deaconly Bemis, business·hke Beckington, big-hearted Scott, affable, scholar-
ly Beede, modest, cultured Pittman, smiling Tukey-are thoroughly alive to 
the interests of their employe~. Such men are indispensable to an educa-
tional meeting. 
The County Superintendents' Convention met on Wednesday. Over thirty 
superintendents were present. A committee consisting of Hon. C. W. von 
Coelln, Supt. J. H. Ware, of Wayne, and W. W. Speer, of Ma~hall, was ap-
pointed to redistrict the state for superintendents' meeting;. State Supt. von 
Coelln discussed "Questions of School Law" in an able manner. In the af-
ternoon pape"~ were read on "Duties of County Superintendents in the School 
Room." This subject was discussed by most of those present. Other ques-
tions of Importance were discussed. Altogether the meeting was an enjoya-
ble and profitable one. 
The many friends of City Supt. J. W. McClellan, chairman of the execu-
tive committee for the past year, were pained to learn that that gentleman 
was prevented from attending the Association by sickness. 
Of the ten officers elected by the .'\ssociation, one is a lady teacher, two 
are county superintendents, six are city superintendents or principals, and one 
is a college president. ' 
Supt. John W. Rowley of Van Buren county is the presiding officer of the 
county superintendents' convention. 
The following has been the attendance at our Teachres' Association each 
session for the past eight yea~: 1871, Council Bluffs, 131; 1872, Daven-
port,75; 1873, Iowa City, 93; 1874, Des Moines, 101; 1875, Burlington, 
14~; 1876, Grinnell, 179; 1877, Cedar Rapids, 160; 187~, Ma~halltown, 
203. 
President Sabin made a most excellent presiding officer. 
A high school oratorial contest in Grand Rapids, Mich., on the eve. of Dec. 
20, gave the prize, a handsome book, to Mr. O'Connor. The Boarll of Edu-
cation of that city, at a recent special meeting, elected Mr. Putnam Libranan, 
and Misses Brasee and Holcomh assistants for the ensuing year. Miss Ella 
Haney has been appointed teacher at the Coldbrook school, in place of Miss 
Helen Knight, whose sudden decease was recently noticed in the WEKKLY. 
The Sisters of Mercy School in this city has been closed, and its manage~ 
have removed to Big Rapids, Mich. . 
The American Government has expended for freedmen's schools '3,7 11,. 
225·47· 
-. 
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Practical Department. 
EDITORIAL. 
THIS department of the WEEKLY will be devoted exclusively to the presentation of thoughts that are of immediate and par-' 
ticular value to the teacher in the school-room. We solicit con-
tributions 'from those who have hit on a good thought , and from 
those who are in difficulty. In this department we are happy to 
be able to say that, in addition to other help, we shall have the 
special assistance of Mrs. F. W. Case, of Columbus, Ohio, one 
of the most motherly and successful primary teachers in the 
country. She is already well known to the readers of the WEEK-
LY and speaks in a most direct and practical ~ay in this issue. 
Questions may be addressed to her at Columbus, Ohio, or to the 
-, editor of the WEEKLY. Teachers of primary schools will find it 
of special advantage to write directly to her. We shall take pains 
that all questions prepared for this department, shall be answered 
with as fullsatisfaction as it is in our ' power to give. Two letters 
which have been crowded out of this issue. The g~neral corres-
pondence will be collected as hererofore in a department by it-
~( . . , 
,TEACHING OF PRIMARY ADDITION. 
As was sugge~red irl' th~ article on Counting Fingers, it is of utmost importance tha~ the pupil should acquire readine!\s 
and accuracy in the combination of numbers as he goes along, 
and' from the very start. But where shall this drillin'g in the pri-
mary numbers come to an end? Is there a series that "can be 
mastered early and easi ly, and which will repeat itself so that 
th~ first steps can be utilized, and will virtually contain in them-
selves all subsequent steps? Or is the addition table a thing ac-
tually wtihout limit, so far as school children are concerned? 
While we do not believe in short cuts and royal roads in educa-
tion, there is a method of teaching addition~ubtraction is in-
volved in it, however, and the two processes should always be com-
bined in the first steps in numbers-in the primary grades of Cin-
~innati, which it seems to us could be adopted with advantage 
by all the primary schools and teachers we ever saw, not except-
ing the best. If we are not mistaken the method had its origin 
three years ago with Mr. j:·)hn B. Peaslee, superintendent of th-e 
schools of Cincinnati. It seems to us quite philosophical. We 
cQmmend it from careful observation and inquiry in regard to 
its working, but not from our own actual experience with it in 
the school room. . 
The child is taught all the possible additions and subtractions 
in which the largest number (sum or minuend) does not exceed 
ten. That is', he is taught and drilled until he can tell prom ply 
the sum of all such combinations as 3 plus 4,4 plus 5, 6 plus 3, 
5 plus 8; etc.. At the same 'time he is drille~ until he can subtract 
readily in all such cases. This has to 'be done of course, by per-
sisten t and systematic drill. But this drill is not of indefinite 
. extent, as is usually the case. It has a clear limit. No number 
greater' than ten is involved. This narrows th ework and a teach-
er can tell when it is accomplished. ' 
'The next step is to train the child in adding units to any num-
ber of tens, a very easy thing: For example that 20 and 6 are 
26,40 and 8 are 48, 90 and 2 are 92. This also is a clearly de-
fined step, and mo~e easily accomplished than the first. This 
work being done the child is master of the situation. No temp-
tation to count fingers. No hard tables of 8's and 9'S to spend 
weary weeks over. From this point addition is simply a repeti-
tion of what he has been doing, and which we will suppose him 
todo well. ' 
His process hereafter is this. He adds enough of the number 
to be added to makt' the next ten ; and then to these tens he 
adds the remainder. Suppose it is 18 and 8. Instead of "count-
ing up " or learning that 8 and 8 are 16, and hence that 18 and 8 
are 26; he says 18 and 2 are 20, and 20 and 6 are 26. Suppose 
it is 86 and 9. He might well say as most of us grown people 
do, that 86 and 10 are 96 and one less makes 95. But he will 
'preserve his method, utilize his previous acquisitions, and so do 
equally well by saying, 86 and 4 are 90, and 90 and 5 :ue 95. 
Of course he has to analyze ' his number and see instantly 
how much is required to make the next ten; and then he mllst 
keep the remainder in mind and add it to the tens. Here are 
several mental acts to be performed. But they are performed 
easily and quickly. The secre!.,is the child has to handle noth-
ing but small numbers. The possible combinations are but few, 
and these he has thoroughly mastered and uses with accuracy and 
speed-results utterly unattainable if he had been kept "hammer-
ing" away on the extended addition table. 
We have been astonished at the result of this method with six-
year aids. It does seem like a "Iighrnin~ process." But there 
is no tension, or strain, or skipping of steps, about it, or rather 
they are reduced to a minimum. ,The process is perfectly natural 
and legitimate. . 
Now if you thi'lk it is worth trying, do not, we beg of you, 
attempt to "try it on" in your school to-morrow. If the idea 
is new to you, no matter how thoroughly you are convinced. that 
it is a good one, wait until you have thought the method clear 
through. Ponder over it. See clearly just what must be accom-
plished, and in w4at order ·it must be undertaken. Then you 
will be ready to try the plan in your class, and not before. 
AIDS TO DISCIPLINE. 
Mrs. F. W. CASE, Columbus, Ohio. 
1. Sdf-Govemment.-If a day comes, as such a day will come, 
especially on a Friday afternr.on, when the children seem to be 
bewitched , while they grow restless, see that you grow calm. 
When they try your patience and provoke you to scold; don't 
do it. When they deserve and expect sharp words, be particu-
larly gentle. If you become irritated and excited, lay an iron 
hand upon yourself and keep your hands off the children. 1£ 
. you are "all nervous and unstrung" from over exertion or dissi-
pation the day or evening previous, do not spend your efforts 
-governing the children until you have governed yourself. You 
need it more than they. Lower your voice, speak slowly, move 
quietly, and if you cannot still the inward tempest, let your 
outer self be unruffled. C1 am not writing for those placid indi-
viduals upon whom no amount of disorder or misrule has the 
slightest effect. ) 
2. Ventilation.-When the spirit of unrest creeps over the 
schoof-Cor rather before it gains an entrance)-and there is an 
undefined something abroad creating disorder, look after the 
state of the atmosphere. It' may be too warm, or too cold, or 
close and impure. Anyone of these conditions renders good 
order almost impossible. 'Secure pure air of a proper tempera-
ture in some way, and that without injury to the children. This 
much is your Christian duty, if you intend to keep the sixth 
comman.dment. But aside Irom the duty, there is no better help 
to good order than good air. 
. . 
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3. Comfm.-A child must be restless unless he is comfortabie. 
A seat near a hot 'stove, or in a draft, or so high that_his feet 
cannot rest upon the floor, or a stray sunbeam across his desk, is 
enough to put him on pins and needles; and it is wonderful how 
the r ins and needles spring up in all the seats about him. ,Noth-
ing is so contagious in a school as restlessness, except coughing. 
A few words, parenthetically, on this topic. You teachers of 
fifty little 'ones whose schools have suffered from this epidemic 
know its symp<oms. The remedy is not so apparent. 
My remedy is, to select one, two, or three of the worst, who 
really cannot control the cough, and send them horne for the 
half day, with proper explanations, and then require the rest to 
stop. It needs some tact to accomplish this. For example, one 
boy has just had a sudden, and violen't attack and he ?oubtless 
expects to be the next one excused . I call him to me, give him 
a drink, and engage his attention for a short time with something 
. new, a picture perhaps, or a little problem, and then dismiss him 
to his seat saying that as he has already stopped coughing ,he 
need not begin again, and adding a few pointed remarks to the 
school, I seldom fail to hold the evil in check. 
4. p,..~pa,..ation.-Be ready for school work before school be: 
gins. Know just what you are to do, and what your pupils are 
to do, also when everything is to be done, and how. to do it. 
Have the work placed upon the blackboard as far as practicable . 
See that all matters pertaining to heating and ventilation are 
arranged; that crayons, erasers, and pomters are at ha"nd for 
blackboard work; that every pupil is supplied with all needed 
articles, as far as possible, before the work of the d'1.y begins. 
Before calling a class give clear and sufficient directions for work 
to those who are not in the reciting class. 
5. Ocropation.-Good old Dr. Watts understood human na-
ture when he sung about idle hands. See that you have none 
such. This is an absolute necessity to good discipline. How to 
keep the little folks busy without weariness, is too fruitful a topic 
to be treated of now. It needs a whole article by itself, but the 
easiest way to govern well is to keep the whole school busy. 
6 In'~17uptions.-Let there be none from the pupils during a 
class exercise. Provide for their wants between the classes, and 
let nothing short of sudden illness, or nose-bleed, be an excuse 
for speaking to you. (A child who is subject to nose-bleed or 
fainting, or the like, ought to be allowed to leave the room at any 
time without asking for permission.) 
Neither should pupils be permitted to interrupt each other; in 
other ';Yords, all communication should be prohibited during' class 
exercise. (I am writing for those teachers whose pupils are not 
old enough to try the doubtful experiment of stud ying together. ) 
7. Rules.-;-But one formal rule is needed, if, indeed , even 
one. It covers everything. lIfind your OW1Z b1tsin~ss. Besides 
keeping each pupil busily engaged with his own proper work, 
this rule breaks up the · vicious habits df meddling and tale-bear-
ing. Do not permit your pupils to tattle, and moreover do not 
require them to do so. If you cannot discover an offender. let 
him go, unless the offense is grave enough to demand a formal in-
vestigation. And above everything else do not train upa school 
'of liars. Don't, dO.n" ask of your little ones, "John, is that you, 
I hear humming?" "Mary, are you whispering ?" 
SOME ARITHMETICAL SOLUTIONS. 
, 
To lIlt Edilor D/ lIlt Wttkly : 
Please find a place for this in the WEEKLY or your waste bask~, as your 
iood judgment dictates. It is the outline of a discussion I was led into by a 
certain class of questions in arithmetic. It shows the relation of divisor, div-
idend, and quotient, when the fint two are increased or diminished by equal 
er· unequal numbers, and may be expressed thus ; 
D+a 
11'+ b=Q+c. (I) 
In which d=d,visor, D=dividend, Q=quotient, a and 0 any i,os. pos. or 
negative, and c, .a pos. or neg. number due to a and O. If we make 11 = 0, 
or b=o, or O=a in this equation we have throe other equations, equally inter· 
esting. Take the last, O=a and eqll. I becomes . 
(2) D+a=Q+c, 
d+a 
and (3) D=( Q+c) (d+a)- a 
(4 )" 11' a(I-Q-c) 
c 
(5)a=~ 
I-Q-c 
(6) Q=D+a_c 
d+a 
(7 ) c=D+a -Q,or II( I - Q) 
d+a d+a 
Suppose D is n' proper fraction , or Q< 1. Then from equ. (7) we see that 11' . 
c is positive for all positive voJues of a, and wben a is a negative, c is neg· 
ative or positive, as ,a<d or a> d. 
When Q= I, c=o for all values of a, 
When Q> I, all positive values of a will give negative values for c, and 
negative voJues for a will make c positive wben a < 11', and negative when 
. a > d. 
After inspecting equs. (5) and (7) one can readily answer such questicns 
as tbe followlDg ; . 
What number mu!;t be added to the terms of the fraction :. to make it equal 
!j-. a=40. [Thus, in equation (5) above. 11'=9, c=l- I-, and Q= I" or 
a= 9Xa =40.-ED.] 2+40 = t .. We find questions in many of our I-t - H . 9+40 . 
aritbmetics tbat are similar to or dependent on the above question. Here is 
one from "White" ; At the time of marriage the wife's age is to her husband's 
age as 3 to 5; ten years after, ber age is to bis as 7 to 10. What was their 
ages at the time of marriage? I bave heard the following solutions gIven by 
experienced teachers, but will say the class in each case commilltd the work 
to memory; 
fIND SOME NUM BER which added to the numerator and denominator of the 
fraction i will make itr. and then by the proportions, 
3 ; discovered no. ; ; wife's age ; 10 
5 ; ; ; husband's age ; 10 
we g et 18 and 30 (No allusion was made to tbe metbod of getting the 
second terms of the proportion). . 
The other was thili; The difference between ilf and I is -fa. that is, when 
I add 10 to the terms of the fraction ! it increases it ..(rr, but if I add 6 to the 
numerator and 10 to the denominator tbe ratio is not changed. Then it was 
the 4 (the difference between 10 and 6) tbat produced tbe chanie. There. 
fore, 4 is ll~ of tbe I",soand's agt 1m y tars a/ltr ",arriagt. Why the §ur. 
pillS 4 in the numerator should be one·tenth of tb" number sought any more 
than the 6i, the deficiency in the denominator, does not appear. If any of 
your readers has a solution of the above tbat does not call for a knowledge 6f 
tbe equatie>n, he will bellefit more than one teacher by publishing it. 
F . M. HAR.RJs, Ashley, 1II. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
SOME PARSING. 
To lIlt E dilor 0/ tilt Wttkly : . 
Inclosed please find a few words called out by the letter in the WEJo:KI.V, 
from my friend J. A. M., of Chenoa, III. I have no doubt that a reasonable 
discussion tbrough the..WEEKLY of some of the many grammatical 'Iuestions 
tbat perplex teachers down in the Iqwer ranks might be made the means of 
helping some, but sucb discussions too often run into "hair splitting " wbich 
seldom result in benefit to anyone. . , 
Here are the di~poslrions of the sentc;nces given by J. A. M. in No. 97 of 
the W EEKLY." 
I "He was unwilling loot calltd a shirk." The sentence has the force of 
" He was not willing for otbers to call him a shirk" Now it is not difficult 
to see. t?at "for others to call," etc., is adverbial in signification; bence. in 
tbe orlgtnal sentence, "to be called" is a pbrase, infinitive in form, adverbial 
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in office. As an element in the sentence, it is of the second class, modified 
by "a shirk," an objective, first class elemenf. 
2. ~'The act is well worth comid,ring." "Worth considering" is equiva-
lent to "worthy to be considered," or better, "worthy of being c"nsidered." 
Tbus viewed, the pupil mus. be dull, indeed, who is unable to see "worth" 
performing its adjective, and "considering" its adverbial duty . Hence, 
\ "worth" is an adjective forming, with "is/' the predicate; and "considering," 
as an element, is of the first class, and is prepositional in form, adverbial in 
office. 
3. "I have no confidence wnatevtr in him" is equivalent to "I have 
not the least confidence in him," or "whatever" may be replaced by "at all," 
and should be written, "! have no confidence, whatever, in him." "What· 
ever" is simply an adjective in this sentence, as is proved by the substitutions, 
and the teacher who, in explaining it to his class, tortures it into a compound 
relative, in such manner as, "I have no confidence in him, whatever others 
may have," goes a long way for his conclusion, and destroys the meaning of 
the original . entence, into the bargain. 
4. "Tardiness" and "absence" are as cap<'l.hle of p~uralization as v i1"I ut and 
mov,mmt, nouns of the same class. See Addison quoted in Webster's Una-
bridged, p. 7. 
As J. A. M. seems to be interested in the study of the infinitive, he will 
doubtless be e-lad to bave his attention called to an error which he makes in 
its use, even in his letter. "To rightly dispose." The infinitive can not 
brook a separation from its proposition, in cases where "to" is not omitted al-
together. Vide Harvey's Grammar, p. 191, Rem. J. W. W. 
LEXINGTON, ILL., Jan. 6, 1879. 
THE INFINITIVE ALL RIGHT NOW_ 
To tl" Editor 0/ th, we,kly : . . 
Thanking you very kindly Aor tbe reprimand which you gave 'me in the 
last issue of tbe WEEKLY, for tbe broad assertion which I made in regard to 
the amount of "comfort" I received from the discussions on that all-.mportant 
subject-Infinitive-I wish to say that I meant that it gave me more "com-
fort" to read the discussions on the infinitive than it did to read any previous' 
discussion' on grammatical topics or mathematical puzzles. I did not wish to 
say that these discussions were the only subjects worthy of my notice in the 
WEEKLY. The WEEKLY contains many valuable articles, which I enjoy 
reading and receive much valuable information_ I hope, Mr. Editor, that 
you and your many contributors may continue to scratch your heads and bite 
your finger nails in order that the WEEKLY may be as welcome a visitor in 
the future as it has been in the past. I for one don ' t believe in publishing 
every simple grammatical question in the WEEKLY; but I do think there are 
some knotty questions which our text· books do not make clear to every ordi-
nary teacher. Discussions on such topics I am in favor of having publisbed. 
To illustrate what I have said, I wi1\ refer you to A. A_ Crosier's article on 
the infinitive. He says that the infinitive has, at least, seventeen construc-
tions. Where is the text-book that says 50? If no one gives examples for 
Mr. A. A. C., this week, I will attempt it next week. I hope some brother or 
sister "ill/ind some "comfort" in the study of the infinitive as it should be 
studied. Yours truly, J . A. M. 
CHENOA, ILL., Jan. 6, 1879. 
The number of Lilt,lf s Living Ag' for the week ending Jan. 4 l:Iegins 
its one hundred and fortieth volume_ In this volume George MacDonald's 
new and increasingly interesting serial story, "Sir Gibbie," will be continued 
from week to week until completed; choice short 'stories, for which Th, Liv: 
ing Ag' has become noted, including translations from the French, etc., will 
continue a feature of the magazine; and, through the year, the leading foreign 
authors will be represented in this department of the periodical. In science, 
politics, tbeology, and general literature, articles are mentioned as forthcoming 
from the foremost thinkers, investigators, and writers, including W . H! 
MalIock, author of "Positivism on an Island," Dean Stanley, Rt. Hon. W. E. 
GladStone, Jas. Anthony Froude, Pr"f. Goldwin Smith, .Richard A. Proctor, 
Prof. Huxley, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Prof. Max Milller, Matthew Arnold, and 
others, with sketches by R. D. Blackmore, author of "Lorna Doone," Wm. 
Black, Mrs. Oliphant, Anthony Trollope, etc. The beginning of a new year 
is a favorable time for the beginning of a subscription; and the publishers 
still present to new subscribers for 1879 the six numbers of 1878 containing 
the first parts of McDonald's "Sir Gibbie. Littell & Gay, Boston. 
Educational Intelligence. 
THE STA.TES. 
CALIFORNIA.-The Investigating Committee of the San Francisco Board of 
Education have been in session a month or more, and have examined more 
than a hundred witnesses. And yet the investigation is not concluded. It 
Ewald or his agents, and that in most instances two hundred dollars was the 
price paid by these examinees for an advance copy of the questions. The main 
problem-who furnished these questions-still remains unsolved. The testi-
mony given so far exonerates every one connected with tbe State Office. The 
press of California has been disposed to exaggerate the extent to which this 
iniquity has been 5'arried. The fraud has been by no means common among 
the teachers of San Francisco and the state. The entire number against 
whom there is the slightest evidence, or even a reasonable suspicion, does not 
<xcecd forty, which is just three-fourths of one per cent of the teaching force 
in California. The above facts are set forth in the January number of the 
Pacific School and Ho"" 70ur1lal, which strongly urges special legislation 
to prevent fraud in the future. The suggestions made are so re;-sonable and 
most of them so long adopted in other states, that we enumerate them as fol-
lows: I. The law requiring the issue of diplomas upon /irst grade county 
c.rtificates should be stricken from tbe statute-book. 2 . All certificates 
should be made valid for life. No high-gr;p.e certificates should, however, be 
granted ' o~ those of a lower grade. 3. No high-grade certificate should be 
granted to perSons having no experience in teaching, unless such persons are 
graduates of a normal school or university. 4. County boards of examina-
tion should be authorized to make out their own questions, and grant certifi-
cate< valid within the limits of their own county; but certificates of one county 
should not be granted on those of another. 5. 'The State Board of Examina-
tion should hold four sessions annually, at different points in the state, and 
should grant certificates of different grades vaiid for life. 6_ In all large 
cities, at least, graduation from a normal school or college sbould be a pre-
requisite for a position. 7. Experience in teaching should entitle the appli-
cant for a certificate to an increased number 'of credits in Theory and Practice 
of Teaching, over the beginner. 
MINNESOTA.-Minneapolis has lately held several important educational 
mass meetings. A certain committee proposed a plan some time since for re-
ducing tbe graded school course to eight years. This was thought to be an 
indirect effort to cut off the high schoo!. It was also proposed to reduce the 
rate of school taxation, and to cut down the expenses of the schools some IS 
per cent. It was not favorable to the success of this ' plan, that it was pro-
!,,!sed in connection with a scheme for bonding the city in the sum of $250,000 
for building narrow-gauge railroads. It was apparent that there was a pur-
pose to retrench on schools-not to reduce the total rate of taxation-but to 
promote certain material interests at the expense of popular education. At a 
meeting of the Board of Trade Jan. 6, there was a decided demnnstration in 
favor of the schools. It apFeared that the people of Minneapolis are not 
ready to weaken and depress one of the best systems of graded schools in the 
Northwest. A vote was passed to strike out the proposition of the former re-
port, which proposed to cut the course of study down to eight years. The 
course now stands intact, including the high school. The possible reduction 
in taxation is to be only one-half a mill. The law has permitted a rate of 
three mills. It is now to permit two and a half mills. The, total reduction at 
this rate for the current year will-not exceed $11,250 in the resources of the 
schools. The Board regards the result of these discussions as a substantial 
victory in favor of the present system of popular education in the city. 
NEBRA5KA.-The people of Aurora want a state- normal school at that. 
place. 
Supt. Beals, of Omaha, reports 2,924 pupils enrolled during the last schooL 
year. Total expenses for school purposes, $59,165 .55. The valuation of 
sites, school buildings, furniture, and apparatus reaches the sum of $435,000-
The estimated cash value of taxable property foots up to ,$20,600,000, while 
the assessment of taxable property in the school districts of Omaha attains a 
total of $5,526,728. The entire school population of the city is 5,336- There 
were 78 colored pupils . enrolled in the schoolS, 44 teachers employed, 63 pu-
pils in the high school. The schools are said to be in good condition and 
making commendable progress. 
There are 218 students in the University. 
L. B. Fifield, editor of Lit,,.ary NotlS, and one of the Regents of the Uni-
veIl'ity, says in his journal that, all things considered, the University is doing 
well. The attendance is n ot large, but the standard cannot safely be lowered 
to accept more students. It is too low now. The salary of Prof. Emerson 
has been made the same as that of the other professors, $1,800. 
seems to he established, however, that the traffic in examination questions has j ' PENNSYLVANIA.-The county superintendency of this state was establishod 
gone on, more or less extensively, for seven years, that about twenty-five I in 1854, and has consequently been in operation twenty-four years. It is con-
teachers have secured certificates through the instrumentality of the man • ceded to have been the principal agency in making the excellent system of 
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publiC instruction in this state what it now is. The legislature of 1866 
greaUy strengthened the office by passing a law requiring '0.11 superintendents 
to be practical teachers, and to possess certain prescribed literary and profes. 
sional qualifications. 
INDlANA.-The public .schools at Mitchell have been dismissed on account 
of the prevalence f)f scarlet fever. 
W. F. Harper, principal of the Normal Institute at Danville, who has been 
missing since Nov. 23, 1878, has not yet been heard from. The scbool has 
been re-organized on a more economical basis, and is now conducted by 
Frank P. Adams as principal. One hnndred and fifty students are in attend· 
ance. 
The School Journal says that H. S. Tarbell, the new superintendent of the 
Indianapolis schools, is giving eminent satisfaction to ",11 parties concerned. 
He has already gained the confidence and respect of the school commission· 
ers, teachers, and people. 
Richard Owen, the well known and highly honored professor of Natural 
Science in the State University, has tendered hi& resignation. 
O. H. Smtih, the associate principal of the Danville Normal School, has 
withdrawn from the institution, and is not now engaged in teacbing. 
MISSOURI.-The public schools of Missouri are only visited by the men 
who haul the wood and go in to warm their feet.-[Supt. J. M. Greenwood. 
A. E . Higgason, superintendent of the Independence Cil)' Schools, edits an 
interesting educational column In the Sentin.lof that place. The WEEKl.Y 
extends to him a cordial greeting. 
Prof. E. R. Booth of Sedalia, has been chosen by the Greenback party as 
their candidate for the State Superintendency. 
Prest. Baldwin, of the State Normal School at Kirksville, has submitted his 
eleventh annual report of that institutton. It shows the school to be in a very 
prosperous condition, notWithstanding the reduclion in the appropriation for 
the last two years has very seriously affected its resources. It is hoped that 
the next General Assembly will manifest a more liberal spirit toward the nor· 
mal scbools than was shown by the last. The report shows 534 pupils in at· 
tendance, of whom 300 are teaching in the public schools of the state. The";-e 
are two courses, elementary and advanced, each requiring two years for its 
completion. Four·fifths of the time of the faculty is devoted to the elemen-
tary course. there being 40 classes daily in that course, and only 10 in the ad· 
vanced. The advanced course is self sustaining. The 110 students in this 
course pay an incidental fee of $20 each, or $2,200 annually. The salary of 
an additional professor is also saved by employing these students as tutors. 
The three normal schools of the state cost the taxpayers $22,500 per an· 
nUlI', or less than half a dime for every $1,00 valuation. 
the cost of instruction at the tirksville Normal School is $14 per capita each 
year; at the Kansas City high school, $23; the St. Louis high school, $24; . 
Missouri University, about $150; in the common schools of the state about 
$14· 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. M. W. Harrington, well known among the University 
men of the state, has accepted a professorship in the University of Louisiana. 
III health compelled him to resign the position which he held for a brief 
time in the Imperial University of China, and it is hoped that the milder cli-
mate of Louisiana will prove more favorable to his health. 
Principal Field, of the Dexter Union school, improved the vacation by get-
ting married. 
The officers of the State Teachers' Association for the ensuing year are the 
following: President, E. A. Strong, Grand Rapids; vice-presidents, Austin 
George, Kalamazoo; Miss Florence . E . Cushman, Niles; secretary, Delos 
Fall, Albion College; treasurer, Cyrus B. Thomas, Saginaw City; executtve 
committee, (one year) H. Q. Butterfield, Olivet college; LouiS" McLouth, 
State Normal school; J. C. Jones, East Saginaw; (two years) Edward Olney, 
University of Michigan; J. S. Plowm'an, White Pigeon; I. N. Wellington, 
Detroit High School; (three years) George P. Fairchild, State Agricultural 
College; Charles R. Miller, Adrian board of education; A. D. Cheesbro, 
Grand Rapids. 
The next contest of the State Intercollegiate Association will occur at 
. Adrian on the evening of January 31St. The plan of the Association has been 
so enlarged as to include competitions in scholarship; ·but prizes at the com-
ing contest will be awarded, as heretofore, only for excellence in composibon 
and delivery. A series of competitive exercises at Kalamazoo College, held 
on the 18th ult., resulted in the choice of Mr. Chas. Barber, of the senior 
class, and Miss Helen Colman, of the junior clnss, to rep"esent the college as 
orator and essayist at Adrian. 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-The territorial university was re·opened one 
year "go last Septemh~r, under the presidency of A. J. Anderson, of Portland. 
~t ~en had forty students in attendance. Since that time the growth of the 
IDslltubon has been rapid and permanent. Last fall term closed with an at. 
tendance of 122 students, nine teachers being employed. Three students 
have this term entered upon the freshman year or the college course. 
NEW ENGl.AND.-Mr. Eben Wentworth, Superintendent of the State 
Reform School of Maine, died recently of heart disease. He had had 
mnny years of succe ssful experience as an educator and had held many 
important positions. He was better knnwn to the fraternity of teachers, as 
the author of .. Wentworth's Arithmetical Problems." The ablest work of 
his life, however, was the creating of a genuine riforlll school for boys. 
Hon, W. J . Corthell is duly installed as Principal of the "Western Nor. 
mal School" at Gorham, Maine, and we bespeak for tbat institution the hearty 
assistance and coOperation of every educator in the .. Pine Tree State." 
Tbe following corps of teacbers bas been selected: Hon. W. J. Corthell, 
ptincipal; Mr. Fenn of Portland, assistant principal; Miss Helen M. Kim-
ball, formerly of North New Portland, now teaching in Boston, Miss Hartiet 
Deering of Portland, Miss Grace J. Haynes of Bangor, and Miss Bessie A. 
Read of Fredericton, N. B., assistant teacbers. 
During the presidency of the late Dr. Leonard Woods of Bowrloin, '39 to 
'67, 927 students- graduated in the regular course and received their A. B. 
diplomas from his hands. More tban one quarter had died before him. 
The Ed/as! Agt (Greenback) wants to see the agriculturnl society and 
college appropriations cut off and the school mill tax repealed. It wauts the 
State Normal Schools abolished and the free high school system cut off. 
The office of State Supc;.rintendent of schools, in its judgment, is unnecessary. 
It wants-well-it wants brains. . 
The officers of the Maine State Educational As.rociation for the ensuing 
year are as follows: President, A. W. Burr of Hallowell; Secretruy, W. O. 
Fletcher, Biddeford; Chairman of Executive Committee, Prof. N. A. Luce, 
, Augusta. 
Influenza is depriving many of the schools of New England of one-half 
the number of pupils. 
The Maine Educational Association held its twelfth annual meeting at 
Brunswick, Dec. 26-28. Reports say the papers and discussions were of 
more than ordinary interest and value. Among the most important in their 
bearing upon the vital interests of the state, may be mentioned the .. Classifi. 
cation 'and Needs of Country Schools," by Fletcher, of Castine; .. Examina-
tion of Teachen," by Burr of Hallowell; .. Primary Work," hy Corthell Of 
Augusta; .. How Shall we Secure Good Rraders," by Miss Norton of Lewis. 
ton; .. English 'Composition," by Kelley of Belfast; .. Relation of Educa-
tion to Government," by Dickerman of Lewiston. A resolution was adupted 
recommending the phonic, word, and .. lflmet methods of teaching reading in 
primary schools. 
Mr. E . R. Goodwin still remains in charge of the Yarmouth high schools. 
About seventy.five students of Bates College are teaching in Maine 
schools during the winter. 
The Directors of the American Institute of Instruction assembled in 
Boston Tan. 4, and decided that the next annual meetinl( should be held 
July 8, 9, 10, II, 1879. The place cholen is Fabyan's, White Mountains 
provided railroad and hotel accommodations can be made satisfactory to ~ 
committee of the Institute. If such accommodations can not be made then 
the committee will call the meeting at some other suitable place. ' 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
-The Rev. George Thacher; Ex·President of the University of Iowa and 
a brother of Professor Thacher of Yale College, died at Hartford, Ct., Dec. 
26, after a long illness. 
-Prof. Henry A. Ward, of Rochester, has started on a three·months' tour 
in foreign l~nds. He first goes to Europe and then sails for South America, 
where he wtll collect botanical specimens for the Brooks Museum in the Uni-
versity of Virginia. 
-Philadelphia appropriates this year one million dollars for her schools 
and abolishes salaries (or musical instruction. 
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ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. 
'THE twenty.fifth annual meeting of the Illinois State Teachers' As.ocia-
, tion was held in Springfield, Dec. 26, 27, 1878. Dr. Robert Allyn, 
Carbondalco. President; Sarah E. Raymond, Bloomington, Secretary. 
The Association was welcomed by Governor Cullom, in an address which 
' exalted the teacher's calling and showed the necessity for a compulsory law in 
education. 
The President, in his annual address, discus!Oed in an able manner "The 
Educational Prohlem-Infant and Adult." The following is ' a brief 'ynop· 
sis of the address: 
After considering the limitations placed on educat ion by the' short time to be spared to 
study, and alluding to the cri ticisms made upon the pre..,ent methods of education, Dr. 
Allyn called attention to what the people expe: t the schools to accomplish. "A short an-
swer to this is the oft-repeated Quotation from l\'(jlton, which affirms that education is r :ght-
Iy to prepare citiz ' ns to discharge magnificently all the offices both PUblic and pilvate of 
peace and war." ]n his opinion the school is to assist the co.mmunity to make all its children 
learned, wise, skillful, moral,law-abidinK and enterprising citi zens. After making the largest 
discount, it must be admi tted t"'at the total hours of school are almost an infinitesimal, 
more than two·thards of our pupils never enter on our public education before six, and Quit 
it forever at fourteen. What can a child be expected to learn in these eight or nine years of 
!ouch (ragmentuy days'! The social environment of our pupils is one reason why we fail. 
Among the WOrit signs for the improvement of our schools, the speaker considered the fact 
that so many teachers follow tbat work only to obtain funds for the prosecution of their own 
studies. This is making the business mercenary in the most complete sense, and giving a 
premium on want of educational fatnes. for the duties assumed. 
Remembering lithe intended characters of the children sent to school, the defeclive train-
ing they get in homes singularly unfavorable to the formation of scholarly habits, the public 
opinion often so discouraging to any tDspiration towards a complete education, and the non. 
preparation..~f the te Ichers (or, their duties, to say nothing of the brevity of school life and 
it.o; recklcss interruption at any caprice, and may we not cease to wonder that our calling ac. 
complishes so little ; or rather is it not the marvel that it accomplishes so much 1" 
What thet~ do our $chools actually accomplish? Everybody declares them imperfect, 
many call them usdC!os , and even their friends a re compelled to apologize for them, Arc they 
worth what they cost? 
The speaker answered thi~ question by arguing that the schools keep alive in the minds 
oC the people, and the hearts of the youth, the idea of the value or learning and of the methods 
of obtaining it. There is no other agency in the land for this purpose. All other agencies 
arc only ac tive while the schools a re active. Second, the schools afford a common rallying 
for all who love knowlege. The ri ch and poor meet around them. Learned and ig norant 
gatber to. ~upport them. Third, they fuse hearts and melt minds into one community of in. 
terest . :r~e.r sU.i~gest the reading of books and aspirations for a common calling and charac-
ter. Fourth, they stir su,,:,h great masses that they cannot fail to affect the national habit 
The million school officers lea rn something of the duties of authority and responsIbility . 
And the eight millions of children eaeh learn something of knowledge, much of accuracy in 
doing each duty, a vast deal of order and discipline, and imbibe an ambition to rise by 
worth alone. Combining these c1a~ses, we have nearly one-fourth of our whole popUlation 
giving tK)me cOl'ls ideration to education. 
The speaker next consideted what can be done to improve the schools . The measures 
looking to this end are many and not easy of execution. The principal two are very early ' 
education. or infantil~ or kindergarten training. and the higher education of young men, or 
. university training. He did not advocate making these enlargements wholly or in part at 
public expense. When education stops at fourteen, a, it too often does, we leave the char. 
acter imperfect. In some way educators must inspire the community to c.1.rry education, 
particularly in virtue and practical honesty, beyond the gristle ,age of eighteen. Wllllt the 
world needs above all is the thoughts of ' mature men. The truth is that education whi(h is 
called complete enough to build a practical business upon before the average young m~'n is 
twenty five must be superficial indeed, One of the alarming defects of our system o( lite and 
education is therefore that we allow it to be finished '0 early. 
The second pair of measures to be advocated are, fir -to the remedying of the constant 
changes in teachers. Thought has .never made progress except when mature minds have 
been students. The other need .of the age is moral educators. Lastly, Our school education 
terminating at fourteen mUlt be supplemented by npportunity for good reading and for a 
thorough drill in lI:')me indus trial calling. The burdens of these improvements must for the 
present, for the greater part, fall on the family. D r. Allyn said in conclusion, fiLet it be 
said, while we as teache~ strive to fit our pupils to learn all truth and to use all power, let 
us, above a ll thtngs, lDs plre them to obey all law and respect all moral obligation!; . And let 
115 in special degree remember the narrow limit of human power when lime IS al&o limited. 
But let us not forget that good n \lured, Persill:tent will power counts for much when genera-
tions t~ come are molded by wise plans and pat ent working." I 
Next on the programme came an able paper hy Dr. Willard, of the Chicago 
High School, who opened the discussion of the question, "How to Systema-
tize English Orthography." The following is a synoposis of his address: 
If the question or spelling were a new one, no man would propose the pret;ent spc1lings. 
No one would use 0, oe, oa, ow, eo, au. eau, ew, owe, ou, and 00 for long 0, as we now do; 
nor would ough have seven sounds as in the lines: 
, Though the tough cO'fgh and hl~cough plough me through ; 
O'er Ii(e's dark lough my course I'll still pursue. 
... A man would not introduce silent letters to show how his grandfather spoke, or to show 
derivatioM. One sound for a character, and one character for a sound would be his rule. 
It follows that the only objection to c~lling to su(h a rule is thi ~-Re(orm IS change. The 
contest i~ the old one between Reason and Custom; Improvement and Laziness; and lazl -
nesa is the.origin:,,1 sin the theologian. .. talle about. Our bad spelling, that is, the spelling of 
the dictionaries. began in ignorance, stupidity, accident or freak, since it is unrea.sonable . 
There lS need of reform. 1 . Because; tbe present spelling is irrational and injures the rea. 
sonln, power ot all who accept it. Tli'e more 10iical a child's mind is , the harder it: is!for 
him to' take our spelling. A ~i1d who can beHeve that thougb is tho and through is thru can 
believe anything. Bulwer said : If A more lying, roundabout, puzzle-headed delusion than 
tha t by which we confuse the clear instincts of truth in our accursed .ystem of spelling was 
never concocted by the father offalsehood.'· 2. Because o(lhe great time'taken to leam reading 
and spelling. Reading is the key of knowledge ; all hindrances to learning to read are hin-
drances to knowledge. Hilpert says in no other language are spelling and souuds so widely 
divorced as in English; an Englishman never knows how to pronounce a s~ngle sy llable 
without the whole word. Years of valuable time are wasted in learning to spell; yet we 
have few good readers and no perfect spellers, for no man can spell every word. 3., Be-
cause reform will improve pronunciation, since we must attend carefully to it as it becomcs 
the guide to lhe new speUing. 4. Because our \'ad spelling hinders the spread of the English 
language, the best of all languages, as J acob Grimm said, and suited in all but spelhng to 
become universal. The Japanese have talked of adopting it, if reformed. s. Because ollr ' 
spelling uses more letters than are necessary; one-sixth of aU our writing and printi.ng i& 
superfluous; our spelHn&" deducts from our capital i!l time of acquiring it, ,and levies a tax 
of one-.ixth of our p~n work and boo~s. 6. Because our spelling obscures the etymology of 
our language, ManyeK:amples were given. 
Objections were meL t. That refonn will ~helve all literature; reply, time !ohe1ves ali 
books but ~he best, and these are brought forward in new spelling. \Ve do not read old books 
to reach old minds . Besides, change will come slowly. 2. That we lose etymologies: reply. 
Mueller and others say it will aid s tudy of etymology; again, the old literature will be found 
in great libraries abundantly; and lastly, it is beller children should easily learn to read 
than that scholars should make out etymologies. 3. That the language will lose its charac. 
ter; reply, that no language is fixed or can be. 4, That we lose the distinction of words 
sounding alike but spelled differently ; we have no difficulty io distinguishing them by souad 
and we shall gain in words like lead, teaT, etc, s. That new characters will be uncouth: 
reply. that will be only tiU we are used to them. No nat ton but Italy has found th~ 
Roman alphabet sufficient, withcut additions, accents, etc. 6. Reform will produce confu-
sion and inconvenience Reply, the present spelling is inc"lnvenient, and we may well bea r 
the inconvenience if we get a great benefit. Prof. Whitney says, "Break down the false 
sacredness of the presert mode of spelling. accustom people not to s hiver when they se~ fa. 
miliar words misspe:t, and something good will be the result Every great and important 
revolution involves a period of anarchy; this is what the conservative dreads; few have the 
courage to look acro~s it to the era of better things." Besides, English spelling has not utltil 
lately been regarded as settled, and now Harvard and Yale cannot agree how to spell the word 
traveler. 
II . There is hope tOr reform. I. Because men a.re rational. Laziness is strong, but t"Cit-
son wins. Time and Death help by killing off o 'd conservatives . 2 Because other nations 
as the Dutch, French, and Spanish , have partly or fully reformed their s~elling. 3. Because 
the people are looking more favorably upon the propositions to reform, 4. Because so many 
scholars favor the movement. The four great Amherican linguists, Whitney , March, H alIde. 
man, and M:trsh . arc eamest for chango!. Harris, B"teman, Thos. Hill , Goodwin, F, J. 
Child, and many others were named: in England, Gladstone, Mueller, Ba.in, Latham, Ellis , 
Skeat, Morris, Bishop Temple, and others. When these men come into the arena, the la.. . t 
great battle has ' begun. s· Even the pohtici::llls a re moved Commissions have been ap , 
pointed by the Legislatures of Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Wisconsin. School Boards 
ID Chlcago and elsewhere arc stirring. In England, the Board at LOndon and two hundred 
others, 
Ill. ?tlethods of pushing the reform: (1) (nform you·self. Join the American Spelling-Re_ 
form .As~ocialion, and get its bulletins, by sendiug to Melvil Dewey. Boston. It has 
adopted an alphabet which reformer$ are content to accept. (2) Try ..... phonetic spelling in your 
memoranda, copying, etc. Drop silent lette rs, etc. (3) Tell your friends of y our iutercst 
in a new spelling, and use it in writing to them. (4) Do what you can to b'reak down the 
foolish notion of the sa.credness of spelling, Hit the old Beelzebub a thwack at every 
chance. (5) Write short, clear articles for local papers. (6)-Circulate books and papers. 
Talk to pupils aI\d young folks. Don't be fanatical. God and nature are never in a hurry, 
except In desperate cases. (7) Don't be discouraged if things go slow. Learn, hope, a nd 
work. 
Thesubject was further discussed by Prof. J. H. Brownless, of the Southern 
Normal University, who brieRy advocated substantially the same views pre-
sented by Dr. W;llard·as to the de.irabllity of a spellmg reform, and suggested 
the appointment of a . commit.ee to repJrt some method hy whIch ·to bring 
about a compUlsory refurm in spelling. 
A committee of five, consisting of E C. Hewett, N. r.. D" ugherty, Duane 
Duty, W. Wilcox, and W. B. Powell, was appointed to whom the subject of 
spelling reform was referred, w th instructions to report next year. 
An elaborate paper was read by Mr. J. M. Crow, of .Elmwood, on "Pra~ti­
cal Lessons for American Teachers, drawn from the German School System ." 
The paper favor<d the compulsory education of teacher., so as to make 
teaching a profession, and unifurmity in text-books, hours of school, etc. 
. Oil assembling at two o'clock Thursday afternoon, the President announced 
the following committees : Auditing Committee-E. A. Haight, J. W: Cook, · 
I. E. Brown. Committee on Resolutions-S. Willard, ·G. F. Foster, E. A. 
Gastman, A. M. Brooks, R. Williams . . Committee on Pre;ident's Address-
T. J. BUrTIll, A. Stetson, A. R. Sabin. Committee on School Laws-Alfred 
Harvey, M. A. West, J. M. Crow. 
President Hewett, of Normal, continued the regular programme by a dis· 
cussion upon "County Institutes." The following is a brief outline of the 
topics discus!oed in Mr. Hewett's highly practical style: 
{
I. Associatioll';. 
3 kinds uf Teachers' Meetings. 2. Institutes. 
3· "Drills" or "Normals." 
We speak of the 2d kind, the institute of 2 to. 5 days. 3 points about then\. 
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. {.I. Shall the county pay it? 
I . Expense of such meenngs. 2 . Or the teachers themselves? 
r {I. Parliamentary p<:,ctice. . 
1
1. What it is not. 2. Puzzles or ..tranghng on small pomts. 
2 Work of 3. Lectures. 
. such {I. To ~o some practical work on a few 
meetings. . . . pomts. 
2 . What It IS. 2. To suggest methods. 
L 3· Arouse enthusiasm. 
{ 
J To help teacher; as is shown above. 
3· Objects of such meetings. 2: To arouse and teach the people. 
Elementary work necessary over and over again. New ~~ndidates for the 
teachers' office. County or State Institutes. 
Mr. George Howland, principal of the 'Central H!gh School, Chicago, rend 
a practical and well-written paper on "What they wil~ want," or th~ power 
of education. He said that they take a very narrow view of educahon who 
advise as a complete remedy for the ills of society the plltent nostrum, "Teach 
your boys whnt they will want to use when .they ·become men;"- It is his 
education whi~h shall make known his wants by determining the quality of 
his manhood. Teach him what will make him a man. The grand aim of 
education is to oPen the way to the attainment of a higher destiny; not to fit 
us for what we want, but to make us want what is fit; not to do away with 
labor, but to make it more skillful and productive; to gratify more easily the 
wants of to-day, that we may awake with a capacity for larger wants and 
fuller enjoyments to-morrow. 
Next on the program came a discussion on the question: "How can Ex-
aminations for Teachers' Certificates be so Arranged that Special Work may 
-be Encourged ?" . 
Tbis was opened by E. A. Gastman, of D.catur, who deprecated the sys-
tem of cramming adopted by many of the teacheiS who attended these exami-
nntions, but he did not see how it could be helped when the requirements 
were so great, especially in the comm'ln branches . like history and geography. 
Hon. J. P. Slade. Superintendent of J'ubhc Instruction, took up the discus -
sion nnd read a brief paper in which he expressed the belief thnt these exami-
nations should be so arranged as to test the knowledge of the applicant in 
the branches required to be taught and his nbihty to teach them. Knowledge 
of a subject does not Imply ability to tench it: Yet teachers who have bad 
no .pecial instruction in me~h~ds of te.chmg wtll often make the best teachers 
in that branch. Therefore It IS n)t so much a pnssable knowledge of mony 
branches as a thorough mastery of a few that will most contribute to . uccess-
ful teaching. The qua ity is worth more than the quantity of the work in 
teaching. Mr. Slade argued that the examinalions should be .arranged so as 
to encourage special work in making themsel ves proficient in the lower 
branches on the part ot teachers. Tbis could be done, he thought, without 
lowering the aggregate of scholar;hip and cuhure. 
'A half hour was occupied by Prof. M. L . Seymour, of the Northern Illi -
nois Normal, in reading and illustrating a paper entitled: "Practical tboughts 
about Chemistry." He urged the advantages of teaching the elements of 
chemistry in the schools, and gave some very practical suggestions in regard 
to introducing such instruction . . He exhibited some very simple apparatus 
which at a merely nominal cost would be sufficient for ver: interesting ex-
. periments. . ' 
Prof. T . J. Burrill was appomted as Railroad Secretary. 
The afternoon program closed with a di~cussion on the subject: "Com-
pulsory Attendance at Schoo!''' This was opened by E . A. Haight, superin-
tendent of scho-ols, Alton, who delivered a carefully prepared address, logi-
cally and forcibly arguing in favor of compulsory education. Tbe discussio.n 
was continued by D. H. Harris, superintendent uf scbools, Jacksonville, who 
also advocated compulsory education. -
vantages of the profession are that it cultivates modesty and nourishes the 
graces and virtues. It conduces to tlie cultivation of patience and sympa-
thy. The daily association with children keeps a teacher al1"ay. young, though 
he may grow gray or even bald. The sense of moral responsibility causes 
teachers to lead exemplary live., and this explains why teachers as a clas, 
maintain such uniformly good characters. 
At the conclusion of the lecture the A .. ociation returned a hearty vote of 
thanks to Dr. Angell for his address. 
Friday morning the regular program was continued by a paper on the 
subject of "The Classics in our High Schools," by Prof. J. C. Freeman, of 
the University of Chicago, and N. C. Dougherty of Peoria. 
An exhaustive and highly interesting paper was nex t presented hy Prof. 
J. B., Roberts, principal of the Indianapolis High School; subject-UThe . 
What and the Why." 
James P. Slade, treasurer, reported $630.80 on hand , of the Centennial 
Fund of the Association. 
Mr. Loomis, of Chicago, read a valuable paper, in which he discussed some 
important principles of school law, which was referred to the proper com· 
mittee. 
The Association resumed its session Friday afterno,n at 2 o'clock. Prof. 
S. H. White, the Chairman, submitted a rep~rt of the result of tbe comp~ti­
tive examinat{ons held under the auspices of the Association last year. Af-
ter brief debate the report was adopted and the following committee appoint-
ed to complete the further plans in regard to the examinations and make a re-
port to the Association : Messr,. S. H White, H . L. Boltwood, M. H. 
Smith, D. H. Harris, and Mrs. C. E . Lanled. 
Miss Mary Allen West. Supt. of Schools of Knox County, presented an 
able paper on "Country Schools." This wa' followed by a paper on "What 
Sball We Teach Our Girls?" by Prof. Lou C. Allen, of Cha'mpaign Univer-
sity. . 
The report of the committee on E xaminations was pre;ented and adopted ; 
it was as follows: 
1. That the lIame be changed from competitive to comparative examinatIons. 
ot~i;,hfi!ct~r !h~o~i~~I:~olb:i~~:!'!t S~~t:h~ur..:!iJ:~~~~~11:":Ct~ a:c~~:S~~ta:h~r di(fc~~! l:I~~ 
partments of our cducahonal work. 
~. That the arrangements for the examination for the coming year be left with this Com. 
mlttee. . , 
The committee oli resolutions repurted the following among others, nil of 
which were adoptcd. 
'o( ~~::ti~~ ~tr;h~: ~~~(~ei~i:~leP;~b)i~~~1 i;'~r:dt~:t ~~~!!:0:mt~e~~de t~:!~,~~~r:h!~. 
~~:re r:::~en~r:3:~r~:~~ll~~i:~r:l~ ~n:~de~~e~i~l~ ~~~: !~ ~~~~!!:~no~~~:~~~~i~:o~u t!l:. 
intendents and principals o( Ichools to bring this mAtter to the attenti on o( ~dltOrs, and to 
avai,l themselves of every opportunity to open educational coillmnf; . 
The committee on legislation reported as follows: 
That while we believe that mea"ures sbould be taken to make county ~J!1pcrvislon more ef· 
eclive, and that the whole time of an efficient superintendent should be given to the man. 
ageplent and supervision of the schools of the county. we nrc: of the oplOion that these 
:;s5u~~Seri~l:e~d:::~:~~hnee: I~iv~:~nt~: !~~e~t~f~~ ~~ ~al~~~~ed ~o: t::li:~~~,;!r:i~'t:I; • 
in i.~hea~~~d:llo:ffi~~~~:7 !'>:nr:~ical administration of the educalional forces o( the Slate 
demands tbat a ser!es of institutes, to be under the direction of St.'ltc Superintendent of ... 
Public Instruction, should be established and maintained at least six months in the year, In 
the different counties of the state, the object of which , hall be to Instruct teachen In IIU . 
proved methods. 
That the N~rmal Univer3ities and Normal Schools al'C doing excellent service, by spread-
~~c~~~~~5~~i!n~:I:~~:~efi;r:s~:,ti~r:ho: ~~r:-e~:o~p~~:n~rohnal~~T: t~;h~as~f:h 
disaster to the schools o( the atate. 
That in many ca~cs it ill: wise economt tor districts to own and (unli.h text book. (or the 
uST~~rS~~18 ~3~n~iilier:~~oi~~! b~c~o :~:~~~dD ,:~~sr~:de::f~r,~~:~ab e them to do it. 
Sec. 43'. For the purpose of estab ish in&: and supporting free scbools for not lell, than five 
or more th;m nine months in each year, and defmymg all the expenses of the Same of every 
description: (or the purpose of repairinfl; and improving school hOllses; of procuring funli-
ture, fuel, libraries, and apparatus, and (or all other necessary and in :id ~ntal expemes, the 
directors of each district and boards o( education and Ichool districts under 5peciat legis-
lation shaH be authorized to levy a tax, annually, upon all the taxable property of the dls. 
triet uot to exceed two per cent, for educational, and Ihree per cent (or building purpose. to 
be asc,ertained by the last assessment for st-'Ue and county taxes They may nlf;o aproprl-
ate to the purchase of lib~riC5 and app.1.ratus, nny surplus fun II, after necessary school eJ(-
penses are paid. -
The Committee on Nominations mlde thdr report. It W.lS voted that the 
Secretary cast the ballot for the officers named in tbe repm, wbich were as 
follows : \ 
For President, Alfred Harve" Paris. Vice Presidents, Leslie Lewis, J. 
. The Association convened at the first Presbyterian Cburch Thursday even- ' 
ing, to listen to an address by Dr. James B. Angell, President of the Univer-
Mahoney, A. R. Sabin, L. Graham, J. H. Freeman, E E. Fitch, H . L. Bolt-· 
wood, R. B. Welch, N. C. Dougherty, M. Andrews, M. D. L. Buell, F. R. 
Feilshnns, J. W. Cook, J. W. Hays, E. P. Murdock, Chas. L. Howard, E . A . 
. Haight, J. H. BrownIes, C. W_ Campbell. Secretary, M~rgaret E. Muir, 
Springfield. Treasurer, E. A. G"tman, Decatur. Executive Committee, 
John Hull, Carbondal~ ; William H. Smith, Normal; J. H. Loomis, 
sity of Michigan. . . 
Taking as his subject "The Reflex Influences of the Teacher's Profe •• ion,', 
he proceeded to enumerate its disadvantages, and at once gained the favor of 
hi.s audience by a display of wit' as enjoyable as it . was surprising. Among 
these disadvantages he considered the limits placed upon developments and 
attainments, the tendency to wor'" in ruts, the'conceit of experienced teacliers, 
the exaggerated professional ways,of some, their despondency about youth, and 
the tendency to become recluses. 
. In discussing the advantageS of the profession he eloquently showed that it 
stimulates to development, both of the material on wnich and in which they 
work, no attainments being .superfluous • . Teaching stimulates to greater at-
tainments ·by leadtng th~ teacher to seek a variety of methods. Other ad- ·. 
Chicago. . 
Upon the re-assembling of the Association at 7:30 P. M., the Plesident an -
nounced the following commiltee on comparative .examina. ions: James P. 
Slade, John Trainer, Sarah E. Raymond, John H . Yoder, Mary Johnson, 
Lena Hague, H. L. Holtwood. . 
Mr. Rickoff, superintendent of the Cleveland public schooL;, was intro-
duced by the President as the speaker 01 the evening. He discussed.at lengtb 
the common school system. A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Rickoff (or 
his entertaining lecture. 
The next place of meeting was left in the hands of the executive committee. 
Mr: Slade reported a balance of $111.14 in the Treasurer's hands. . 
Adjourned to meet at the call of the executive committee. 
AN AIR CASTLE. 
I build a ho~e in my youthful dreams, 
In a sunny and pleasant nook, 
Where I might listen the whole day long, 
To the voice of the gurgling brook; 
A cottage, with wide and airy rooms 
And broad and shining floors-
A house" with the hidden charms of home 
And the freedom of out-of. doors. 
Fair morning.glories climb and bloom 
At will by the eastern eaves, 
And on the doorstep and window·sill 
" The roses. shake their leaves; 
And fair old· fashioned lilacs toss 
Their purple plumage high, 
While honeysuckles drop their sweets 
On every passer-by. 
Down at the end of a pleasant path, 
Is a group of evergreen trees-
Pine and hemlock, and spruce and fir, 
With their spicy fragrances; 
And, sweetest picture of calm content 
That mortal ever saw, 
Under a low-houghed apple tree 
Is a bee-hive made of straw. 
I have pictured it all a hundre1:l times-
I shall do it a hundred more; 
But I never shall own the pleasant home, 
With the roses over door, 
Never a dream of mine came true-
It is fate's unbending law; 
I never shall see the apple tree, 
Nor the bee· hive made of straw. 
But yet in the airy realm of dreams, 
Where all my riches be, 
I enter into the heritage 
Which is else denied to me. 
I have but to close my eyes to find 
My Eden without a "flaw-
" The home, the garden, the apple tree, 
And the bee-hive made of straw. 
-Eli.~b"h Aktrs Allen, in Baldwin's Monthly. 
THE SCHOLARS' "HOLD THE FORT." 
Rally, friends of education, 
Forward"to tbe fray; • 
In the war throughout the nation, 
Knowledge wins the day. 
• Chorus-H()ld the fort, or take your station 
In the battle stand, 
Till the_ flag of education 
Waves o'er "all the land. 
See the banner waving o'er us, 
Hear the captain cry-
"Vice 3nd crime mU3t fly before us, 
Ignorance must die I" 
Neve, from tbe conflict turning, 
Onward will we go; 
Backward fall the foes of learning 
With each sturdy brow. " 
Primary Teachers! 
THE BOOK YOU NEED. 
How to T~ach Elementary An"fhmdlc. 
Crube's Method 
By Prof. Loui. Soldan, Principal of'''' Normal School, 
St. LoNis, M". 
Many teachers know of "Grube's Hethod" by the heating 
of the ear. They ,!,111 he thankful for the day which first 
pve them a clear understanding of it. Here it is in full, by 
ODe of the most eminent and successful teachers 10 the coun~ 
try. Price thirty cents, postpaid. No (ree copies forexaml-
nation, or rates for introduction. . 
VAILE & WINCHELL, Pubhshe .. , 
8, AshIattd Block, Chl_o. 
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY will be furnished fo" ten cents each until the supply is exhausted. 
Bound volume (or 1811, Hal( Morocco, With gilt stamp, 
can be had for '5.00. Covers alone, 15 cents. 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on 
receipt of the "ext number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the 1Iumber of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your pa~er. always 
fr:st~hiDO;!d~ce and state from which you Wish the ad~ 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Per year (SO Nos.), '3.00. In advance, $2.50. 
Six months (25 Nos. ), 2.75. U II 1.50. 
In clubs of five, I year, 2.50. 2.25· 
"H ten f' 2.25. II " 2.00. 
Three months to'new suhscrilurs, 60 cents in advance. 
The last number paid (or by each subscriber is on the ad-
dress label, which thus serves as a receipt for all money sent 
on account of subscriptions. 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft, or 
postoffice money order, payable to V AILB & WINCHELL. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, a~ate measure, 10 cents ea~h insertio1,1. Wh~n a 
speciallocatlon is chosen, 12 cents a llI~e. Special Notices, 
in Publishers' Department, 25 cents a hoe. 
Spccial rates (or twelve, six, and three mon.ths.' contracts. 
Orders from stran&:ers must be paid monthly in advance. 
da~:~r i:~~~~d be received by Saturday noon, prevIous to 
Each advertisiDg page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three columns, each column teD inches, and one 
inch (ourteen lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Address all communications to 
VAILE & WINCHELL, Publi.hers, 
81 Ashland Block, cor. Clark and Randolph S15. 
Ch;caJ<0. III. 
To ADVERTISERS.-The WEEKLY furnishes ab-
solutely the only means of reaching .the great ma-
jority of teachers and schoo.l boards 10 the West by 
a single advertisement. It IS found 10 the hands of 
nearly every graded school principal and ~uperin­
tendent in the Northwestern States, and qUIte gen· 
erally throughout the whole country. In each of 
tlle Western States it bas a special state editor, who 
furnishes sufficient news items to render tbe WEEK· 
LY valuable as a local journal for each state. It 
has also special editors for t~e S?uth a!,d t~e East, 
and is steadily increasing Its ClTculaUon .1'.' those 
sections of the country. The rat~s of advertlslO~ ru:e 
vtry low, e§~cially on long contracts, and. an IDVI-
tation i. respectfully extended by the pubhshe~s. to 
test the merits of the WEEKLY as an advertlslDg 
medium. Estimates furnisbed on application to 
the pubhshers. 
To SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOOL 
BOARDs.-The advertisements published in THE 
"EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY are a part of. the paper. 
The information contained in them is often the 
most valuable to be found in the paper. T\tey rep-
resent the business of tbe leading book publiohers 
and others with whom all teachers and schools 
must bave more or less trade. They should be 
read every week' and when you want to avail your· 
selves of any of their. offers, write .directly to t.he 
advertisers and tnmtion tht advtrtlStment whuh 
you sawin tht WEE~LY. An advertisem:nt.~ually 
contains the adverttser's but offer, and If It IS not 
specifically mentioned in your letter, you may not 
be favored by the but ttrflls. Besides, you favor 
all parties concerned when you answer advertise-
ments in that way. 
~Prof. A. Lodeman, of the Michigan State 
Normal School, Ypsilanti, has made arrangements 
for a second European tour, during the summer of 
1879. His announcement appears in another 
column. The party will sail from New York June 
28, and return about Sept. 12, in one of the steam· 
ers of the North Gtrman Lloyd. The places 
visited will include London, Paris, the "Rhine, 
Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. 
-Thompson, Brown & Co., of Boston, advertise 
Bradbury's GtOtntlry and Trigonomtlry thIS week. 
It is designed particularly for high schools and 
academies, and has alreadYlfuund a place in some" 
of the leadmg schools of - the country, as those of 
[Number 99 
Chicago, Columbus, Washington, Boston, Spring-
field, etc. The price for examination is only fifty 
cenls. 
. ~Dr. Eben Tourjee announces another "Grand 
Educational Excursion to Europe," in the summer 
of 1879. It is planned for an "extended trip through 
Great Brittain and the Continent. Tbis excursion 
will offer some advantages superior to any other. A 
full descriptive circular may be obtained by ad· 
dressing E . Tourjee, Boston, Mass. 
-The postoffice building in Chicago was burned 
after some of our issue of Jan. 2 left our hands and · 
before it was sent to subscribers. We do not know 
what proportion was lost, but if those subscribers 
who did not receIve 96 or 97 will send us word we 
will remail copies at once. Some of the issue of 
Jan. 2 we know was destroyed ~y the fire. 
-Read the advertisement of John R. Davis. 
He claims to be the inventor of four new methods 
of performing the processes of involution and evo-
lution by means of blocks. 
" -We have plenty of No. 94 returned by our 
readers, who "thus secure an extension of their sub-
scription two weeks. Thanks. 
-The WEE)(LY is an educational journal which 
every teacher ought to bave in his library.- Wm. 
A. Bowm, School Commissioner, Wtston, Mo_ 
AN ILLUSTRATED CYCLOPEDIA.-Webster's Un-
abridged Dictionary, with 3000 illustrations, is not 
simply a dictionary of words, but it is at the same 
tJme an Illustrated Cyclopedia of Natural History, 
Physiology, Geology, Botany, Architecture, etc. 
Certainly no scholar can be without this Diction-
ary, and it ought to be within the reach of every 
child in the land. We believe it was the younger 
Pitt who said, whatever of power he had in speech 
was chiefly due to a careful study of the dictionary, 
word by word in alphabetical order.-Cmtral Ill· 
inoian. 
WANTED. 
J.o,OC'o Agents for the Davis Reversible Blocks, for invo~ 
lution or evolution' of numbers t~ any power. Cubes in two 
Iteps by the inventor of (our new methods, including "Hill's" 
or three. Two years' test proves the Reversible the best. 
It sells at sight. The wise will beware of infringements. 
Seud registered one dollar for sample power bloch and cube 
to JNO. R. DAVIS, 
cpo Prio. Normal School, Inland, Ohio. 
~ead.aob.e 
N"e-u.ra1gia PILLS 
CELERY "Dr. C. W. BBNSON, a practisinj: PILLS 
CELER Y physician, at 106 N. Eutaw St., Ba1tl- PILLS 
CELERY more, Md. (who has paid much atten- PILLS 
CELERY tion to nervous dIseases), has discover~ PILLS 
CELERY ed that Extract of Celery and Chamo. PILLS 
CELER Y mile combined in- a certain proportion PILLS 
CELERY invariably cures either bilious, dyspep- PILLS 
CELERY tic, nervous, or sick headache, neural. PILLS 
CELERY gia, and nervousness. Thisisattiumph PILLS 
<.:ELERY in medical chemistry, and sufi'-rt'rs all PILLS 
CELERY over the country are ordering by mail. PILLS 
CELER Y He prepares it in pills at Soc. per box. PILLS 
CELERY The doctor;s largely known and h;ghly PILLS 
CELERY respected in Baltimore."-Eji,r. Met/I.. PILLS 
Office, 106 N. Eutaw Street, BaltImore, Md. 
For sale by all wholesale and retail druggsts. or will be 
sent. postpaid, 10 any address on receipt of price by the pro~ 
prietor. ccn 
GRAND EDUCATIONAL EXCURSION TO EUROPE 
IN THE SUMMER OF ,879. 
Extended Tour. through Great Brlta.1n, and the 
most picturesque and interesting Contine~tal 
countries. Special a.dvantages of an extr ,_ordanary 
character. The cheapest and best Excur ... IOD ever 
planned. For circulars, giving full particulars, address E. 
TO~, Boi~n, Mass. cyy 
